
The Tribulations of Ross Young, Supernat PA: Additional Incident LARPing

Author: AJ Sherwood

The clan goes LARPing.

Do they understand it’s a game? No.

Does Ross regret all life decisions? Yes.

LARPing is now on Ross's shit list.

Tags: when the children are quiet Ross panics, for good reason, clan use your brain challenge:failed, the crack ship armada sails again, author has lost discretion

within this story, dwarven mead, spells gone wrong, attempt at humor, the clan are dumbasses, that is the humor, only one building was harmed in the making of

this story

Pushing the Limits (Secrets Kept Book 2)

Author: Riley Hart

I was fourteen when my dad married Lane’s mom and our families became one, when my favorite moments were those spent staying up all night, talking or

watching Lane create art.

There aren’t many things more inconvenient than loving your stepbrother. I know the limits, and that’s pushing them too far.

Over the years I’ve pulled away from him. It was easier when he left for New York, but now he’s back, not only in Atlanta, but in my home, trying to get back what

we lost.

How can I tell my own stepbrother that I want him in my bed? That I want to call him mine?

One kiss changes everything.

Our tight-knit family won’t understand. Our friends won’t either. But no matter how much I don’t want to disappoint them, now that we’re where we belong, I won’t

walk away. Even if I have to lose everything to keep him.

Pushing the Limits is a stepbrother romance with a cocky main character, who shows his vulnerability through the one man he’s not supposed to want, sexy

painting, and a love that defies the odds.

Thick as Thieves: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Julian:

I've been in love with my best friend since forever. Okay, fine. Like, kindergarten. It started out platonic, obviously, but then became... nope. Still platonic. The

problem is that Parker Ellis has been straight since forever. And that makes it difficult to convince him the two of us are meant to be together.

And now there's no point. All is lost. He's gone and gotten engaged to his high-school sweetheart which means I have to grin and bear it while pretending to be

the happy, supportive best man while he prepares to commit his life to a woman I can't even fault. She's great. We've all been friends forever. I know he'll be

happy with Erin, just not... just not as happy as he could be with me.

Parker:

I'll admit. Sometimes I press the easy button. Like when Julian Thick had offered me half his sandwich back in grade school after noticing I didn't have any food.

Or when I'd needed a date to homecoming in tenth grade and Erin told me she was it. Or when I'd used the one thing that came easy to me, skiing, to get my

college tuition paid for. Or when Erin had showed back up in my life six months ago and told it was time to marry and start a family...

But for the first time in my life I'm facing something that's not at all easy. It's my wedding weekend and I've just been left at the altar. Not only that, but when my

best friend whisks me away to drown my sorrows in a snowy cabin in Aster Valley, I accidentally discover Julian's been keeping secrets. Big secrets.

The kind of secrets that lead to hot experimental kisses in front of a blazing fire, tentative physical exploration in a way I'd never imagined before, and the kind of

intimate, true confessions I'd never even dreamed of between me and the one person who's always been my true home.

But after twenty-plus years of thinking of Jules as my friend without benefits, is it truly possible to change who we are to each other? There's no easy button this

time, but I'm willing to do the work. I only wonder if Julian is ready to trust I really mean it.

Thick as Thieves can be read on its own or enjoyed as part of the Aster Valley series.

Don't You Dare



Author: CE Ricci

It was never meant to be more than a dare.

A party game. A dare. A single kiss.

That’s all it took to flip my world upside down.

I’ve always classified myself as straight, and as far as I can tell, so has he.

I didn’t think one kiss would change that, but I was so wrong.

Now, I can’t stop thinking about him. In all the ways I shouldn’t.

My best friend.

Aspen.

His taste is branded in my memory, his touch seared in my skin.

And I want more.

This simmering attraction I feel only grows with passing time.

Which is why I start tossing out new dares.

Riskier ones that toe lines we never thought we’d cross.

I’m gambling with our friendship, knowing it could ruin us.

But there’s so much more at stake here.

Like my heart.

*Don't You Dare is a new adult college romance featuring two best friends, too many baseball puns, scorching dirty talk, and a whole lot of bi-curious exploration.

Not suitable for anyone under 18 years of age.*

Precious: Unlocked Mates Book 3

Author: Athena Steller

Drake had no idea when he took a human’s blood in order to perform a duty for his family that the human was his mate. One taste and Drake’s world is rocked.

Now not only does he need to convince the human that Drake is his forever, but Drake also has to teach Lawson how to fit in with his paranormal family.

It had started so innocently. A visit to a club so Lawson can play as a pup. A man turns into a bear, he gets swept away by a handsome stranger, and learns that

vampires are real, and he’s supposed to be a mate to one. Life has never been fair to him, but this time Lawson thinks he’s way over his head.

Will Lawson find the family he’s been searching for or will the paranormal world be too much for him to handle?

Precious is set in the same timeline as Trinity, the second book in the Unlocked Mates series. It is highly recommended to read these books in order, to follow

along with the characters first meeting their mates.

Warnings – This book contains M/M sexual content (men having sex with each other), Daddy/ boy relationship, power exchange, and puppy play.

This book is an exploration of a relationship between two (male) consensual adults who are looking for love and acceptance. All characters in sexual situations

are over the age of consent.

No cheating or cliffhangers and an HEA is a guarantee.

Jilted: Jaren (The Foster Brothers Book 1)

Author: Nora Phoenix

USA Today bestselling author Nora Phoenix kicks off a new contemporary gay romance series with the story of a tattoo artist who finally has a shot at

winning the heart of the one man he never thought he could have.

 

Years of pining. 

Years of keeping his distance.



Years of lusting after Jaren, the one man Reid couldn’t have.

Because Jaren is straight.

Worse, he’s engaged to Reid’s sister. In other words: he’s off limits. Impossible.

But a day before the wedding, she calls it off, leaving Jaren with nowhere to go.

So what’s a man to do? Well, offer Jaren a place to stay, of course.

A shoulder to cry on.

A bed to sleep in.

And maybe someone to share that bed with?

Jilted is the first book in The Foster Brother series, a contemporary MM romance series about four men who chose to be brothers. It has hurt/comfort, found

family, bisexual awakening, first time gay, and a guy who finally realizes that what he wanted most was right in front of him the whole time.

Manties and Muffins (Collared Ever After Book 5)

Author: Della Cain

All work and no play requires a trip to Collared. Daddy says so.

Beaumont’s line of manties grew from a midnight passion to an overnight sensation when he launched his signature line. No longer working two jobs to support

his hobby, he has four full-time employees and all the business he can handle. When he’s asked to help with a local fundraiser at Collared, he almost

declines—that is until he remembers the time someone who didn’t have time made time for him.

Thorn has been wanting to check out Collared since he moved to the city, but opening his new bakery is more than a full-time job. When he’s asked to donate to

an event at the club, he snatches the opportunity. He’s been too long without a daddy, and what better place to meet one?

Manties and Muffins is an MM romance featuring a daddy who’s new to his daddy side, the boy who is ready to show him the way, true love, manties a plenty, all

the baked goods, and enough stuffies to fill your bed. Manties and Muffins is book five of the popular Collared Ever After MM romance series, each book focusing

on a new couple who finds their Kinkily Ever After at Club Collared while keeping in touch with old friends.

All Inclusive (California Crush Book 2)

Author: Mia Monroe

My best friend is the man of my dreams, but is there any chance I could be his?

My best friend is gorgeous. No, really. Like can’t take your eyes off him gorgeous. He’s also sweet, a little shy, and yet has a crowd of men clamoring to share his

bed. I envy him in that way, while my desire for him grows.

What’s holding me back from making my move besides endangering my closest friendship? My pitiful lack of experience. Even if he was interested in me, how

could I possibly compete with the men he’s dated before?

But when one of our coworkers plants an idea that’s too good to pass up, I’ll find out if we’re only meant to be friends or if our relationship can be All Inclusive.

All Inclusive is a best friends to lovers, mutual pining, opposites attract romance starring a shy but popular ginger-haired angel and his outgoing but inexperienced

bestie. It is book 2 in the California Crush series, featuring tan lines, thick thighs, and plenty of hot guys. Book your vacation and meet the men of Hillcrest

Hideaway.

Always: An M/M College Romance (Indigo Falls College Book 1)



Author: Loren Leigh

I avoid him.

Every time Kepler Quinn steps into a room, I get the hell out.

He does . . . something to me. When those discerning gray eyes flick towards me, his brow rising in a silent greeting, there’s a tightening of my abs. A zapping

hum quivering low along my spine.

There are about a million reasons it shouldn’t be what the little voice in the back of my head insists . . . a crush.

Because Kepler isn’t just some random guy. He’s my brother’s best friend. He’s also my TA for physics this semester. And also . . . a guy. I’ve never held strongly

onto being straight, but I’ve also never had this sun-scorching need for another guy before.

But I can’t avoid him when we’re suddenly in the back stacks of the library—alone—nothing but the smell of old books and softly falling dust around us. And

instead of walking away from him, I let out the two words that burn in my throat:

“Kiss me."

Always is a swoony M/M college romance with a bisexual awakening and sizzling chemistry. It’s the first in the Indigo Falls College series, a standalone, and

features a happy ending.

Code Blue

Author: N.R. Walker

Steve Frost had dreams of wearing the national championship belt in mixed martial arts, maybe even going pro, but instead, finds himself working as a security

guard for the rich and famous in LA.

Quickly earning a reputation for his blunt and precise people management skills, he lands a position on the security team for an up-and-coming boyband, Atrous.

Years later, he’s head of security. He knows these boys, and with countless tours, flights, car trips, public events, concerts, he’s closer to one band member in

particular.

Jeremy’s been a pillar for Atrous since day one, but even more so these last few months. Now the face of the band more than ever, he’s also got himself the

attention of a delusional stalker-fan.

When the fame and stress become too much, when Jeremy’s health takes a hit, Steve becomes Jeremy’s lifeline. But as Jeremy knows already, and as Steve is

about to learn, not even the brightest star can shine forever.

The Trouble with Trying to Date a Murderer (Murder Sprees and Mute Decrees Book 1)

Author: Jennifer Cody

Romily:

Third time’s the charm, right? At least that’s what I tell myself when I witness the same hot guy commit mass murder three times in a few days. I’m either the

luckiest mute boy ever or possibly the unluckiest. Who knows, maybe him kidnapping me will turn into the greatest love story ever told? Hey, it could happen! You

never know how these things will turn out. I happen to believe in love and soulmates, and if nothing else, Arlington Fox doesn’t treat my disability like a nuisance.

It’s not everyday you find someone who just gets you, and I’m not going to look a gift horse in the mouth even if the horse in question is a man so good at killing

people that I should probably introspect a bit about why that skews my moral compass and possibly my kinks. But c’mon, competence is sexy, amiright?

The Trouble with Trying to Date a Murderer is an MM Paranormal Romance with lots of sass, humor, a ridiculous 3000 year age-gap, and an inordinate

number of tables.

Praise for The Trouble with Trying to Date a Murderer:

"Arlington Fox is so smexy, but if he accidentally gets blood on one of my suits again, we're going to have words." —Romily Butcher, aka the

narrator.

"I'd never accidentally get blood on any of his suits." —Arlington Fox, aka Future Husband.

“Murder? Check. Shenanigans? Double Check. Mute guy with a heart-on for a paranormal assassin? Triple Check. The Trouble With Trying to Date a

Murderer is a guffaw-inducing, demented rom-com that will leave you with warm, fuzzy feelings you weren’t expecting, and a tingle that will have you

saying, “I’ll be in my bunk.”” —Cameron Craig, MM Author

"Fox and Romily are hysterical. I couldn't stop reading. Love the unexpected connection between two such different people and their relationship

journey." —Carol H.



Wicked Heat (Chicago Heat Book 1)

Author: Ella Frank

Ryan

Kind, caring, and protective. Those are the three qualities I’m looking for when it comes to my dream man. In a city as big as Chicago, you wouldn’t think he

would be that hard to find, right?

Wrong.

Sure, my boss found a super-sexy detective and my best friend fell madly in love with the most eligible bachelor around. But the only person I’ve met recently is a

broody bad boy who saved me at a sketchy pub.

He’s grumpy, rude, and honestly, not that likeable at all. Hardly my “dream” guy.

So why can’t I stop thinking about him?

Jameson

I don’t do friendships. I don’t do relationships either. The very last thing I’m looking for in life is to fall in love and live happily ever after.

So saving some rich guy from losing his wallet is the last thing I want to do on a Friday night. Especially when he looks like someone who just stepped off the

cover of GQ.

Fate seems to have other ideas, though, and every time I turn around, he’s there.

A wicked heat simmers between us, threatening to ignite, and though I’ve been trained to put out the flames, I can’t help but think: What’s the worst that could

happen if I let this desire burn out of control?

Wicked Heat is book 1 of 2 in Ryan Carrigan & Jameson Clarke's story.

Moth: MM Monster Romance (Monstrous Book 5)

Author: Lily Mayne

When I—along with my best friend and his big purple monster boyfriend—come across a fortress-like raider camp while journeying across the

monster-infested Wastes, we stop to deliver a message.

Somehow, that simple pit stop turns into a seemingly impossible quest to get this camp’s missing leader out of the prison where he’s being held and forced to

fight monsters and other humans. And I know exactly where it is, because I’ve been there.

Problem is, I’m making this journey with the prickliest and most arrogant guy I’ve ever met, who seems to immediately hate me on sight. Oh, and he’s also half

monster. So there’s that. And he’s in love with a raider who definitely does not love him back, and he seems determined to take it out on me. So there’s also that.

But I’m not going to rise to his childish insults and barbed words. I’m not.

I’m also going to try very hard to ignore how mindnumbingly beautiful he is, even when he’s scowling at me.

But the longer we’re out here together, the more I learn about my prickly half monster companion Moth. I realise there’s a reason he’s so closed off and angry.

There’s a reason he hates everyone.

There are secrets he’s been keeping, and when I find out what they are, I want to do everything in my power to help him—even though he’s telling me he can’t be

helped.

Moth is Book Five of the Monstrous series, a post-apocalyptic m/m fantasy series that features monsters and human men falling in love. It is best to read the

series in order. Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit sexual content and is not suitable for young readers. It also contains graphic depictions of death

and violence.

Summer Sweat (A Spruce Texas Romance Book 6)

Author: Daryl Banner

Ex-football player and town sweetheart Harrison prepares for another hot summer tending to the Strong farm. All he wants to do is work hard, care for the 

animals, and enjoy the peace and quiet of the Spruce, Texas countryside.



 

But when a down-on-his-luck, cocky young troublemaker is hired on as extra help for the summer — and Harrison is personally tasked with teaching him the

ropes — these two men fight, butt heads, and discover more reasons to sweat than just the blistering heat. 

 

✔■ M/M age-gap 

✔■ Enemies-to-lovers 

✔■ Small-town 

 

Have you read all the books in the Spruce Texas series? 

Football Sundae 

Born Again Sinner 

Heteroflexible 

Wrangled 

Rebel At Spruce High 

Summer Sweat

Style of Love (Gay 4 Renovations Book 1)

Author: AJ Sherwood

Asher’s dream job: Interior design – check.

His dream boyfriend: Park Bo Gum – not check. Sadly.

Straight as a board, childhood bff Zar: check

Zar becoming his boyfriend: che–wait, what?!

Tags:

Oh look a contemporary romance, GFY, Best friends to lovers, Dumbasses to lovers, not so much slowburn as two idiots standing around on fire, emotional

baggage check, HGTV meets BL, family of choice, Asher needs a better family, Zar’s will adopt him, healthy choice making (and some impulsive ones), no angst

here only cuddles, best friends giving The Talk, yes that one, Gage hates -coughlovescough- them, tropey tropes a lot, yaoi fangirls as co-workers leads to

interesting situations, and sexy photoshoots, best supporting character goes to the dog, small town, Asher and Zar are so obvious there is a bet riding on them,

Zar uses handcuffs for not sexy reasons, at least the first time, only one sledgehammer was sacrificed in the making of this book

Trigger warning:

Toxic family members

Roommate Arrangement (Divorced Men's Club Book 1)

Author: Saxon James

Payne:

In search of: room to rent.

Must ignore the patheticness of a forty-year-old roommate.

Preferably dirt cheap as funds are tight (nonexistent).

There’s nothing sadder than moving back to my hometown newly divorced, homeless, and lost for what my next move is.

When my little brother’s best friend offers me a place to stay in exchange for menial duties, I swallow my pride and jump at the offer.

I need this.

I also need Beau to wear a shirt. And ditch the gray sweatpants. And not leave his door ajar when he’s in compromising positions ...

Beau:

In search of: roommate.



Must be non smoker and non douchebag.

Room payment to be made in meal planning, repairs, and dumb jokes.

Since my career took off, I barely have time to breathe, let alone keep my life in order. I’m naturally chaotic, make terrible decisions, and scare off potential dates

with my “weirdness”.

So when Payne gets back into town and needs somewhere to stay, I offer him my spare room with one condition: while he’s staying with me, I need him to help

me become date-able.

And while he does that, I can focus on my other plan: ignoring that Payne is the only man I’ve ever wanted to date.

Egotistical Puckboy (Puckboys Book 1)

Author: Eden Finley

EZRA

Partying, dudes, and hockey. What more could a gay NHL player want?

If it weren't for Anton Hayes, my life would be perfect.

Not that he affects my life in any way. At all. That would imply I care what the winger from Philly thinks of me.

Which I don't.

Not even a one-night stand with him can thaw his misplaced animosity toward me.

He says I'm the one with the ego, but he can talk. He rivals me for most egotistical puck boy in the league.

I hate him as much as he hates me. Even if I crave a repeat.

ANTON

When it comes to hockey, I'm all about the game.

I've worked for years to be one of the best in the league, and l've done it without splashing my orientation all over the tabloids.

My hockey image is one I've carefully cultivated, and after one night with Ezra Palaszczuk, I risk it all.

He's cocky, obnoxious, and has an ego bigger than Massachusetts. And okay, maybe he's the sexiest man I've ever known.

We'll never get along. Not when we sleep together. Not even when my possessive streak awakens.

That doesn't stop us from falling into bed together over and over again.

The Hitman's Guide to Righting Wrongs While Causing Mayhem

Author: Alice Winters

Leland 

Growing up, I was taught that getting too close to someone would be my downfall. But I’ve proven that wrong now that I’m happily married to Jackson, the 

greatest man in the world. The issue is that mayhem always seems to find me (which is definitely not my fault), and this time, it comes in the form of a woman 

looking for her daughter. What starts as a simple missing persons case turns into so much more, forcing me to rely on my found family and others, including a 

muscley “bear” who will definitely not whisk away my husband with his irritatingly sexy accent—I mean, yes, I’m very focused on this case… Jackson, don’t look 

at me like that. 

 

Jackson 

While Leland is “code potatoing” (whatever that means on his strange cheat sheet), I’m left questioning what he’s gotten himself into this time. At least he’s willing 

to let me assist him, even if he’s still positive that I should just “sit pretty” and let him handle everything. But with the girl missing, he knows we need to work 

together to determine whose game we’re playing because not everything is as it seems. Of course, when one gets involved with Leland, nothing is ever simple. 

But maybe that’s just the way I like it. 



Contains: speed walking up way too many stairs while holding pointy objects, feel-better cookies that didn’t turn out quite right, Spanish that definitely isn’t

Spanish, and lots of long-suffering people being swept up in Leland’s shenanigans once more.

Hot Seat: A Hot Firefighter, Big, Crazy Family, Opposites Attract MM Romance (The Hot Cannolis)

Author: Eli Easton

Wait. Can a Canali be gay?

Hero firefighter, youngest of six macho Italian brothers and—in love with Shane Bower, who never met a unicorn T-shirt he didn’t love? How does that even

work?

When Mike Canali meets Shane Bower, his attraction to the guy is off the charts. But then his huge family and intense job full of rules and expectations intrude

and he never calls.

Until they both get a medal—

and his mom falls in love with Shane at the ceremony—

and all of a sudden Shane’s all over his life, whether Mike likes it or not.

The butch Canali family face-to-face with sparkly Shane Bower? This is a wildfire of its own.

Shane worked damned hard to be who he is—fantastic, femme and in-your-face. He won’t compromise that, even to have the super-hot man of his dreams. But

can he really ask Mike to give up his family and future just to have his fabulous self? Especially when he’s falling in love with the Canali family too?

HOT SEAT is a hot firefighter, big crazy family, coming out, opposites attract, forced proximity, romantic comedy—with all the feels.

Punching the V-Card

Author: Leta Blake

Best friend’s hot older brother? Check. A weekend alone? Check.

Finally punching that V-card? Oh yes.

Carl has a pesky “innocence” problem that requires a solution. His best friend's brother Devon is the perfect answer.

Devon’s experienced, gorgeous, and Carl’s been secretly crushing on him for ages. Carl doesn’t want to “lose it” to just anybody. Everyone says the first time

should be special—and what’s more special than sharing it with the guy of his dreams?

It’s not like Devon won’t enjoy it. Solving this so-called problem is an objectively fun experience for most people! The plan is totally win/win!

Shockingly, Devon agrees. But even though it goes better than either of them ever expected, Carl’s moving across the country soon. It’s not possible to have

more. No matter how much they both want it.

Right?

Punching the V-Card by Leta Blake is a is a high heat, low angst, new adult gay romance featuring a best friend’s hot older brother, scorching first times, and

falling in love with the guy of your dreams.

The Song of Achilles: A Novel

Author: Madeline Miller

“At once a scholar’s homage to The Iliad and startlingly original work of art by an incredibly talented new novelist….A book I could not put down.”

—Ann Patchett

“Mary Renault lives again!” declares Emma Donoghue, author of Room, referring to The Song of Achilles, Madeline Miller’s thrilling, profoundly

moving, and utterly unique retelling of the legend of Achilles and the Trojan War. 

A tale of gods, kings, immortal fame, and the human heart, The Song of Achilles is a dazzling literary feat that brilliantly reimagines Homer’s enduring

masterwork, The Iliad. An action-packed adventure, an epic love story, a marvelously conceived and executed page-turner, Miller’s monumental debut novel has

already earned resounding acclaim from some of contemporary fiction’s brightest lights—and fans of Mary Renault, Bernard Cornwell, Steven Pressfield, and

Colleen McCullough’s Masters of Rome series will delight in this unforgettable journey back to ancient Greece in the Age of Heroes.



The Real Baxter: MM Romance/ Age Gap-Fake Boyfriend (The Baxter Chronicles Book 1)

Author: Lane Hayes

The silver-fox and the faux bodyguard…

Sebastian

Who’s the true hero behind the Hollywood heartthrob, crime-fighting, adventure-seeking international man of mystery? Me. I’m the real Baxter.

Well, I wear the suit and let the action play out onscreen. You want to know the secret of my success? Sell the story you want to tell. Even if you have to bend the

truth a little.

Okay…a lot.

Trust me, no one will notice. Except Trent, who seems to notice everything. And for some reason, I like that. I like him. I’m just not sure what to do about it.

Trent

Look, I’m not exactly killing it. I’m a typical struggling actor-slash-waiter, hoping for a break. And boom…in walks Sebastian Rourke. He’s a cutthroat, wickedly

charming silver fox, a Hollywood legend in the making. No joke. You’ve got to sell a piece of your soul to get in this man’s orbit. Or fake a British accent, then take

a job playing bodyguard to fool the press. As one does.

I know I should take advantage of the very strange situation I find myself in, but I’m not sure I’m cut out for it. However, I’m willing to take a chance, ’cause I want

the real Seb.

Even though it might cost me everything.

The Real Baxter is a MM age-gap, bisexual romance featuring the man who has everything and the actor who’s willing to show him what’s real.

Spirited Situation (Ghostly Guardians Book 1)

Author: Louisa Masters

When you can talk to ghosts, things are bound to get spirited.

The ghosts have been there since before I can remember. When I was a kid, they doted on me, but as I got older, they got more demanding. I’ve spent my whole

life seeing and talking to dead people and trying to pretend I’m not, because the living just don’t understand. Nobody wants to be around the freak who claims to

see ghosts.

Until I go to Mannix Estate.

Once a private country home, then a posh hotel, it was closed after a suspicious incident but is now an immersive historic experience. It’s also haunted AF, and

everyone knows it. Finally, I’ve found a place to work and live where I can be useful. Where I’m actually wanted.

There are only two problems: I spent a hot, sweaty, satisfying night with Ewan the blacksmith before I knew we’d have to work together. Everyone knows sex with

colleagues is a bad idea, right? Even if he’s the world’s most ripped cinnamon roll.

Plus, the ghosts are keeping secrets. There’s something going on that’s not normal, even for a haunted estate. And I suspect that when the truth comes out, I’m

the one who’ll have to deal with it… and it won’t be good.

Lethal (Operation Justice Force Book 1)

Author: Reese Knightley

A traitor with stolen information. 

Adam Campbell, 33, blacklisted CIA agent, needs to get covert information into the right hands. Alone and on the run, his world suddenly stops when he 

discovers the identity of the Pegasus operative who is on his tail. Arranging a meeting just to gaze into the eyes of the man he’s always loved, Adam is set up and 

almost killed. Out of resources and nowhere to turn, Adam returns to the only home he’s ever known. 

 

An operative who always catches the bad guy. 

Dalton Weber, 38, second in command of Pegasus, has a job to do: Stop ex-CIA agent, code name Sphinx, from selling classified information. When Sphinx 

disappears after Dalton’s botched attempt at contact, Dalton takes a much-needed break. Going home for the holiday, Dalton finds Adam, the man he’d walked 

away from years ago. 

 

A surprising encounter.



Imagine Adam’s shock when Dalton shows up. Imagine Dalton’s disbelief when he finds out the facts about the man who has always owned his heart. When

explosions, secrets, and attempted murder hit close to home, Pegasus opens up a lethal dose of ass kicking. Will that be enough to stop the bad guys and give

Adam a chance to come clean?

Off Limits (Secrets Kept Book 1)

Author: Riley Hart

It started out as a little fun. When there was a man in my building on a hookup app, why not message him?

Only we didn’t meet. We just texted—one night after the other, after the other.

GoodWithHisHands was the perfect escape from my life, where pressure was always on my shoulders: my father’s expectations, the worry about my sister,

Maddy, getting sick again and her ex-husband, Ryder Lynwood, suddenly back and volunteering at the same hospital as me.

It would have been smart to keep my distance from the man who came out as gay, tearing our close families apart and breaking Maddy’s heart. Except Ryder

intrigues me. I like talking to him, same as I enjoy chatting to GoodWithHisHands.

They weren’t supposed to be the same person.

I wasn’t supposed to fall for him. To want him. To need him. Maddy didn’t deserve to get hurt again, and I didn’t need another reason to feel like an outsider in my

own family. Ryder was off-limits. I knew that. Still, I couldn’t make myself stay away.

Off Limits is a sister's ex-husband romance with banter, feels, and two men who are perfect for each other, even if they shouldn't be. There's no cheating.

Ambrosius : Paranormal Council Enforcers Book One

Author: Taylor Rylan

When you’re the created vampire, and discover your fated mate is a dominant dragon alpha, what could go wrong?

Master Ambrosius was created over a millennium ago and had come to terms with spending his life alone. He has his coven, his second, and a few close friends,

but he continues to be haunted by the memory of his fated mate running from him in terror. That is, until the goddess sends him to Montana, and he discovers his

body reacting to a sexy alpha with wide shoulders and dark eyes. Surely there’s some mistake though, right?

Emmerich was born on Treasure Ridge, the mountain his grandparents claimed several centuries ago for a reason that wasn’t yet known. Like his brother, he

longs for his mate and children but knows they aren’t on their mountain. Emmerich’s dragon insisted he would find his mate in Sicily, but after weeks of searching,

he comes back to Treasure Ridge, where his dragon scents the most amazing thing. Mate. When he discovers the scent is coming from the created vampire, he’s

not sure about the pairing but is more than willing to accept the match.

Together, they discover a desire for unexpected things. But while they are happy switching roles at certain times, the council is still forming, and they discover an

evilness none expected. Will they be able to stop the threat before their family is harmed?

Ambrosius is Book One in the Paranormal Council Enforcers series. Each book in this series will focus on a different couple, but these books are not standalones

and should be read in order as there is an ongoing backstory that won’t be resolved quickly. This is a fated mate MPreg story in an MPreg world, and you should

expect all the normal vampire shenanigans, and remember that love bites in unexpected places. Especially when your beloved is a sexy dragon.

Straight Battle (Heroes at Home Book 1)

Author: Willow Dixon

"I’ve always been interested in women, so why can’t I stop thinking about Tyler?" - Gage 

 

Buying a house was supposed to be a good investment. Too bad I bit off more than I can chew. Between my job at the bank and my utter lack of home 

improvement skills, I’m in way over my head. Then a friend suggests I hire a handyman. Enter Tyler. 

 

Tyler is down on his luck after a recent divorce, and we strike a deal that he fixes my house while I give him room and board as part of his pay. He’s the perfect 

roommate, amazing at his job, and he quickly becomes one of my closest friends. But there’s something there, something I’ve never felt for another man before. 

 

Tyler and I both thought we were straight, but that doesn’t stop the attraction that grows between us. Is it possible I found the person who could finally show me 

what love is? 

 



***Straight Battle is double bi-awakening, opposites attract, hurt/comfort story featuring a former soldier with trust issues, a divorced handyman looking for a

connection, a found family, and accidental feels. It is Book 1 in the Heroes at Home series, but can be read as a standalone.

Fall Guy: A Bodyguard M/M Romance

Author: Felice Stevens

I hired him to protect my body, but who will protect my heart?

He’s a thief, a convicted felon.

A cocky guy with tattoos and a smirk for days.

He needs a bodyguard and I need a job, so here we are.

And the more time I spend with Ronan Michaels, the more I realize maybe he isn’t the bad guy after all.

But why do I feel like he’s hiding something or protecting someone?

Or both?

My Angel Gabriel has a devil on his shoulder.

He’s not a sinner—but certainly no saint.

He’s been lied to and abandoned. Hurt by people who should love him no matter what.

Gabriel’s discovered my secrets, yet the more I push him away, the closer he stands by my side.

And when his past crumbles, leaving him searching for answers, I’m right there for him, holding his hand.

Holding him up.

Because love is catching someone when they fall.

And never letting go.

From Lambda Literary Award-winning author Felice Stevens, comes an irresistible bodyguard romance about two men busy fighting the demons of

their past—and their attraction to each other.

The Scars That Bind Us: The Magi Accounts 1

Author: Michele Notaro

What kind of mage would be crazy enough to crush on a shifter? Me. Apparently me.

The world is a messed-up place. Especially for those of us who have magic, and I know just how terrible it can be firsthand. Which is one of the reasons I try to

stay away from people… humans and shifters especially.

Unfortunately, the NHSO forces magi to work alongside shifters to help protect the humans from taragorians—scary beasts from another realm. Which means I’m

thrown onto a new team and forced to work with Cosmo Ono-Nai, a lion shifter.

And for some reason, I can’t keep my eyes off him.

The Scars That Bind Us is a 115K word novel and the first book in the MM urban fantasy series, The Magi Accounts.

*Intended for adults only. Please read the trigger warnings at the beginning of this novel.

Something Fabulous

Author: Alexis Hall

From the acclaimed author of Boyfriend Material comes a delightfully witty romance featuring a reserved duke who’s betrothed to one twin and

hopelessly enamoured of the other.

Valentine Layton, the Duke of Malvern, has twin problems: literally.

It was always his father’s hope that Valentine would marry Miss Arabella Tarleton. But, unfortunately, too many novels at an impressionable age have caused her

to grow up…romantic. So romantic that a marriage of convenience will not do and after Valentine’s proposal she flees into the night determined never to set eyes

on him again.

Arabella’s twin brother, Mr. Bonaventure “Bonny” Tarleton, has also grown up…romantic. And fully expects Valentine to ride out after Arabella and prove to her

that he’s not the cold-hearted cad he seems to be.

Despite copious misgivings, Valentine finds himself on a pell-mell chase to Dover with Bonny by his side. Bonny is unreasonable, overdramatic, annoying,

and…beautiful? And being with him makes Valentine question everything he thought he knew. About himself. About love. Even about which Tarleton he should

be pursuing.



The Tight End: Red's Tavern, Book 6

Author: Raleigh Ruebins

He’s an introverted nerd, and I’m the football player everybody wants.

But I only want to drag his shy, adorkable, irresistible self into my bed.

All I’ve ever been good at is running fast with a football clutched tight to my side. As a star football player for the KMU Wolves, I’ve had any guy I wanted for

years, and I'm more muscle than smarts. My new roommate, Logan, is something else completely. He’s the bookworm I never was, and it seems like the closest

thing he’s had to a love life is with his books.

I don’t do relationships, and I sure as hell don’t fall for anyone. But when I’m close to Logan, I’m pulled to him like a damn magnet.

He’s been hurt in the past, and I want to prove to him that there’s more to me than just physical strength. When he finds out I’m totally screwing up my senior year

classes, Logan offers to help. It turns out there’s a whole lot I can teach him, too—and not just about football. I feel myself falling for every part of him: his brilliant

mind, his big heart… and every inch of his body.

Being out and proud as a football player means I get more attention than I deserve, both good and bad. There’s no chance I’m letting Logan get dragged into the

headlines and picked apart like I am.

But I'm used to scoring. Winning. Getting what I want.

And now all I want is him.

Charming his Wary Vampire (A Paranormal's Love Book 36)

Author: Charlie Richards

Into the Paranormal World: When a group of paranormals visits his clutch, a friendly gargoyle must find a way to win the trust of a shy, tech-savvy vampire.

Holden has watched as many of the gargoyles in his clutch have found their mates. His hope that his own mate will turn up begins to wane when years pass, and

no new mates are found by the remaining single members of the Falias clutch. He begins to despair that Fate has moved her gift of mates to another clutch.

When a fellow gargoyle’s mother becomes gravely ill, the chieftain of another clutch—Chieftain Kinsey, who is also her son—comes to pay his respects. Holden is

pleasantly shocked to find, amidst all the grief, there’s a ray of happiness. One of the men in Chieftain Kinsey’s entourage is his mate. He learns the man’s name

is Lathe, and he’s a vampire.

Except, Holden discovers that scenting Lathe and wooing him are two very different things. Lathe only came because Chieftain Kinsey wanted his people to

review Maelgwn’s security measures while he was there. Holden realizes that Lathe’s reclusive and wary nature has something to do with the scarring he sports

on his left side.

Can Holden figure out a way to earn Lathe’s trust before the one who left Lathe so scarred comes to finish what he started?

A Guy Walks Into My Bar: A One-Week Fling MM Standalone Romance

Author: Lauren Blakely

A sexy, passionate, utterly addictive standalone MM romance from #1 NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely!

Every bartender should follow one simple rule—don't go home with the customers. That’s been easy for me to stick to, until the night a cocky, confident, and

sinfully charming hockey star walks into my bar.

This sexy athlete is too hard to resist, especially when he makes it clear how much he wants the “sarcastic, witty, hot AF” guy behind the bar—also known as me.

Still, I’m not keen on breaking my own rules since I know where that can lead—no place good.

But when that man makes his case with one bone-searing kiss on the streets of London, I throw resistance out the window. What could go wrong with a hot,

no-strings-attached fling before he leaves town in five days?

Trouble is, soon our nights together lead to days, to long conversations, to getting to know each other, and to something I never expected—falling ridiculously

hard for a man who’s getting on a plane to America when I live a world away. My life is here. His is there. And no amount of falling or feeling will change that one

big problem.

Warning: contains hot hotel nights, loads of dirty talk, PDA all over London, and two sexy, witty, charming heroes…

Mad Love: MM Mafia Daddy Romance

Author: April Jade

“He looked exactly the way I liked him to… dangerous and mine.”



Benjamin Thomas, a billionaire philanthropist and a rumored mob-boss, was everything you expected him to be—dangerous, ruthless, and handsome. When he

found me in the dead of the night, sick and asleep inside his locker room, I expected him to shoot me…. or at the very least, arrest me.

He did neither.

Tucked within the pocket of his arms, he carried me home. In a blink, I had a warm bed, a new doctor, and a man who refused to leave my side. The look in his

eyes reminded me of a storm. I didn’t know it yet but… it was brewing just for me.

Benjamin Thomas wasn’t a man capable of loving anything but himself… until he met me.

Mad Love is a quick, fast paced MM romance with an HEA and no cliffhangers. This story features a morally ambiguous Daddy and the boy he’s dangerously

obsessed with. Expect to find steamy scenes, needless violence, and soul-bending love.

Extradition (Mobsters + Billionaires Book 1)

Author: Kelly Fox

Fun fact: You can take the man out of the Mafia, give him an MBA, and put him in a Manhattan high-rise, but some part of him will always be a mobster. Which

probably explains why I told off my billionaire CEO in front of the entire company.

After a video of our exchange goes viral, I can either let my father’s men toss Rand Wolfe’s disrespectful ass into the Hudson or help him escape. Long story

short, I’m hiding out in the billionaire’s penthouse with my father’s extradition order hanging over my head.

Only…Wolfe’s nothing like I thought he’d be. This wealthy, powerful man is surprisingly human, and his alpha-hole façade falls apart completely when we’re

alone.

God, he comes alive under my hands.

With other families getting involved and my father’s threats looming in the background, am I mob enough to save the man I’m falling for?

Extradition is a Manhattan romance that features an ex-mobster with a heart of gold, a billionaire who’ll take control in the boardroom but likes to give it up in the

bedroom, and a snarky cast of criminals, reprobates, and other corporate types.

This is the first book in the Mobsters + Billionaires series. #dangerswoon

Strings Attached

Author: Riley Hart

I spent college worrying about responsibilities and earning my teaching degree, so before graduation and moving to Atlanta with my best friend, Ross, I figure I

deserve a little fun. I’ve never been with an older man, but the guy at the bar grabs my attention and doesn’t let go…for multiple rounds, all night long.

The next day, when Ross introduces me to his dad, the last thing I expect is for him to be my hookup from the night before, in town from Atlanta for his son’s

graduation.

The best thing would be to pretend it never happened, which is easier said than done. The more I talk to Harrison, the more I like him. We enjoy teasing each

other, spending time together, and despite how successful he is, we both know what it’s like to have nothing. Neither of us wants a relationship, so when Harrison

suggests a no-strings-attached fling, it’s perfect.

But between bills, worrying about Mom, and wondering how I thought I had what it takes to be a good teacher, Harrison’s always there, even when it’s hard for

me to accept help.

Falling for Harrison wasn’t part of the agreement.

I don’t know how to trust, there’s a seventeen-year age difference, and he’s my best friend’s dad.

No strings attached has never been so difficult, because I’m pretty sure I want to be tied to Harrison for good.

Owen: An MM Age Gap Romance (Blue Collar Daddies Book 4)

Author: Jacki James

Fake dates only turn into real love in the movies, right?

Owen Flynn never expected to get an invite to his former boy’s wedding, and he sure didn’t have any intention of showing up alone. Enter Keegan Richards.



Keegan had always found Owen attractive, but he had never seriously considered dating a man. But when he overhears Owen saying he needs a date for his

ex’s wedding, he thinks that sounds like the perfect opportunity to get to know the handsome older man, and maybe to explore a few of the things he’s been

wondering about.

Owen had sworn off men, younger ones especially, but something about Keegan Richards makes him want things he thought he had long put aside. Is Owen

right and he missed his one chance at love, or had the right man just not come along…until Keegan?

Uniquely Average

Author: Susan Hawke

A twenty year age gap, a neurodivergent 'boy' and a gray ace of a 'Daddy', both lonely and unable to find their match... until now.

Ethan Humboldt is a cocky, confident chef with zero filter and even less humility. He’s also a very good, neurodivergent boy who’s been searching far too long for

the perfect Daddy. At thirty, Ethan knows what he wants—and what he needs. The only problem? Finding a caregiving type of Daddy to provide it.

Danvers Jones has more money than he knows what to do with and nobody to spend it on. He’s not looking for a fling, Dan needs someone to pamper. To

romance… to adore. As a romantic gray ace, nothing else will do it for him.

Newly retired, Dan has one final mission—to find his former best friend's long lost son and deliver a trust fund. After that, Dan’s determined to start fully living his

life, which starts with the right partner. Only problem? Dan requires the type of person who’ll need his unique brand of Daddy.

Danvers and Ethan aren’t expecting to meet their perfect match in a random meet cute gone wrong, but when does life ever go according to plan?

This stand-alone novel is a full-length, 43k non-age play Daddy romance. The core of this story was previously published as a 15k short in the USA Today

bestselling “Dirty Daddies 2021 Anthology.” It’s now been reworked and lengthened to provide the tale as originally intended.

Edin: M/M Fantasy Romance (Monstrous Book 2)

Author: Lily Mayne

I was just a boy when the monsters rose on earth, forcing humans to flee to the coastlines and live in cramped, dirty, military-controlled cities. I

enlisted as soon as I could to escape.

Now, I’ve been in the military for twelve years and have the scars—and missing body parts—to prove it. As a hardened soldier who’s spent his fair share of time

out in the Wastes—the dangerous place where monsters roam free—I didn’t think anything could surprise me anymore.

But then circumstance forced me together with a big, annoying purple monster who’s arrogant and bossy and pushes all my buttons in the worst—and

best—ways. I need his help, and I hate needing anyone’s help. But the more time I spend with him, the more I realise that maybe there’s more from him that I

need. And that he might need things from me too.

But I’m still a soldier. I still have responsibilities. It doesn’t matter how I feel about Edin, because we can’t be together. It’s too dangerous.

That doesn’t stop me wanting him, though.

Edin is Book Two of the Monstrous series, a post-apocalyptic m/m fantasy series that focuses on monsters and human men falling in love. It is best to read the

series in order. Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit content and is not suitable for young readers. It also contains graphic depictions of torture and

violence, and mentions PTSD.

Mike Bravo Ops: Iris

Author: Eden Finley

Mike Bravo. Knights in shining … camo. 



Iris 

 

I live for adrenaline. The thrill of the chase. And because I work for Mike Bravo, a private black-ops firm, it’s my job to go into dangerous situations. 

 

But when we’re called in to extract a military team from a hostile situation, the thrill is so much better. Because one of those men happen to be the golden boy

from my basic training days. 

 

Brock “Saint” Harlow was a walking Captain America in the flesh. The perfect soldier. 

 

Now my boss wants to recruit him, and I can’t wait to rub it in his face that he was rescued by me. The class clown. 

 

I’m not called Iris “I require intense supervision” for nothing. 

 

 

Saint 

 

Military life is all I’ve known since I was born. I was raised to be a soldier. 

 

But when a top-secret mission fails, I find myself suddenly discharged with nowhere to go. 

 

Mike Bravo saved my life, and they want me to join them, but there’s one small problem. 

 

Isaac “Iris” Griffin. 

 

He’s as irresistibly snarky as he always was, only there’s a big difference this time. I’m no longer closeted or scared to live my truth. And the truth is, I’ve always

wanted him. 

 

It’s against Mike Bravo’s rules to fraternize with other team members, and I always follow orders. 

 

But something tells me Iris might be worth the insubordination.

Extended Stay (California Crush Book 1)

Author: Mia Monroe

I’ve never been interested in a man before. So why do I want to kiss this one?

Promising my sick uncle I’d help fix his rundown hotel in San Diego was just the beginning of my problems. I plan to do what I can, convince him to sell, and then

take off, returning to my calm and structured existence back east. I double down on that plan when I arrive to find it in worse shape than I expected.

Unfortunately, my plans go awry when I fall for the quaint neighborhood, quirky locals, and loyal employees. That’s when he enters my world. A contractor down

on his luck, looking for work and a place to stay, offers me an offer too good to pass up.

He makes me feel things I never have before, and now I’m considering hanging around much longer than intended. As long days turn into even longer nights, I

can’t force myself to leave him. His presence turns my carefully planned world upside down, and before I know it, my quick trip becomes an Extended Stay.

Extended Stay is a double bi/gay awakening, opposites attract, slow burn romance starring a laid back contractor and the buttoned up hotel owner who hires him.

It is book 1 in the California Crush series, featuring tan lines, thick thighs, and plenty of hot guys. Book your vacation and meet the men of Hillcrest Hideaway.

Fated: Mer and the Beaver (Pack of Heirs Book 4)

Author: Hawke Oakley

River

Getting kidnapped by human poachers isn't River's idea of a good time.

Unlike his easygoing twin, River is uptight and sensitive. It's easier for him to push people away than to let them in. His heart is delicate, and a single misstep

might shatter it forever. It almost happened once. Why risk it again?

One day, River ends up in the wrong place at the wrong time. When his life is at stake, his only hope of escaping his kidnappers is an impromptu bodyguard—a

protector in the form of a beaver shifter. A very handsome beaver shifter who gazes at him like he's the only man in the world.

But River's heart can't sing for an overgrown wet rat... can it? 

 

Castor 



Nothing is more important to Castor than family. The problem is he doesn't have one.

For beaver shifters, finding their soulmate is the greatest blessing imaginable. Their lives revolve around building a dam and nurturing a family. But at 40 years

old, both Castor's home and heart are empty.

Just when Castor thinks he'll be single forever, he catches a whiff of his fated mate's scent. But it's in the worst place possible—in the back of a poacher's boat.

Castor will fight tooth and nail to save his soulmate. But can the unlikely pair escape from the humans before it's too late?

Fated: Mer and the Beaver is a 45,000 word May/December mpreg book with a bratty alpha merman, a nurturing and stern older omega, fluffy and steamy

scenes, and a HEA as usual!

The Rycke: M/M Fantasy Romance (Monstrous Book 3)

Author: Lily Mayne

Life as a raider in the Wastes, where monsters roam and the military lurks, is as easy as it sounds.

I’ve been out here for a long time, and the fear that courses through my blood every time I have to step outside our camp walls to scavenge never fades. No

matter how many monsters you face—and have to run for your life from—it doesn’t ever get easier.

But when I come across a bound and injured monster in an abandoned military base, I can’t leave him behind. His presence in our camp is causing tension, but I

can’t bring myself to care when I get to see a different side to him—when he starts to show me who he is, beneath the pain and lingering trauma.

But despite his gentle nature, I soon discover why others are so desperate to own him. Why the military, and now this stranger lurking outside our camp, want to

put him back in chains and take him away from me.

There’s something hiding under his skin. Something that threatens to upend my entire life, the one I’ve spent my years carefully protecting out here.

There’s a reason why all other monsters fear him.

The Rycke is Book Three of the Monstrous series, a post-apocalyptic m/m fantasy series that features monsters and human men falling in love. It is best to read

the series in order. Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit sexual content and is not suitable for young readers. It also contains graphic depictions of

torture and violence, and deals with PTSD.

Scalded (Emblazoned Book 2)

Author: J. D. Light

Graves is jaded. Laet is optimistic about the possibilities in life. Graves is stoic. Laet is wide, happy smiles that actually somehow change the entire atmosphere of

a room. Graves is a storm could. Laet is sunshine warming your skin on a lazy afternoon. Graves never wants a relationship. Laet is desperate for snuggles and

romance and love and family.

As much as Graves hates watching Laet date other men, jealous and scared he'll actually find someone to share his life with, it kills Graves seeing him looking

dejected after each date fails to meet his expectations. Romantic relationships have the potential to go horribly wrong. Graves has seen it with his own parents,

and even decades later, he still carries pain in those scars. But Laet is Laet. He deserves to have everything in life that he wants, and Graves' lack of trust in

others has him unconvinced that anyone will ever meet the expectations he's set for Laet's future partner.

If you want something done right, do it yourself. Offering to be Laet's romantic stand-in until the man finds someone they both find worthy, is heartbreak waiting to

happen, but better Graves' heart than Laet's. Laet's easy acceptance is a surprise… but it's only the first of many.

An Alpha Bear For Lucian: An MM Shifter Mpreg Romance (Bruin Ridge Bear-Ginnings Book 1)

Author: Lorelei M. Hart

Aspen didn’t know you could accidentally become Alpha of a Den, but that’s exactly what he just did.

Alpha bear shifter Aspen was ready to begin his new life in the big city. He has a job lined up, a lease signed, and his truck packed. All he has left is to get there.

Too bad that’s easier said than done, because his truck picked the middle of nowhere to break down—alongside a bear den’s land of all places. When Aspen

seeks permission to spend the night, he plans to keep his head down and just mind his own business and he does, until he hears the scream that changes

everything.

Omega bear shifter Lucian hates his den. No, that isn’t fair. It isn’t the den he hates as much as the leadership. When the Alpha he had most of his life died, he 

crossed his fingers the new one would bring their den into this century. He didn’t—the new Alpha is not only old-school, but also cruel. When rumors of an alpha 

bear seeking refuge until his truck is repaired reach him, Lucien forms a plan. If he can convince the shifter to take him when he leaves, he can escape this



horrible life.

Sneaking out to find the new bear sounded like a great idea, until Lucian gets caught. His den Alpha is a strike first kind of guy, and strike he does. Lucien knows

better than to scream, as it only makes the punishments worse, but scream he does, the pain too much to hold inside. A flurry of fur and teeth, a dead Alpha, and

the scenting of his fated mate leaves the visiting shifter as their new Alpha.

So much for best laid plans.

An Alpha Bear for Lucian is the first book in the anticipated Bruin Ridge Bear-ginning series, a sweet with knotty heat M/M Mpreg Shifter Romance by the popular

writing team of Colbie Dunbar and Lorelei M. Hart. It features an alpha bear thrown into a role he is woefully unprepared for, an omega whose plans for the future

very much did not include being his den’s Alpha Omega, a pack on the verge of collapse, the challenge that changes everything, true love, fated mates, and of

course, an adorable baby. If you love your shifters hawt, your omegas strong, and your mpreg with heart, download your copy of An Alpha Bear for Lucian today.

The Alien's Kidnapped Omega: a scifi alien m/m romance (The Alien's Omega Book 1)

Author: Sienna Sway

Alex

My job was supposed to be easy; meet the dominant Alien race of Mukhana, negotiate an alliance, and leave. Being literally carried away into the night changes

everything. Kidnapping a human is asking for trouble. Every alien in the galaxy should know that by now, but the nassa are more barbaric than expected.

Despite some small similarities with humans, their culture is hard to comprehend. They're kind yet controlling, warm yet stern. Even though he literally kidnapped

me and will fight to keep me, Saar seems to respect me and maybe even care for me. Most confusing of all, everyone keeps calling me an omega...

Saar

Humans are confusing creatures. They send their most delicate and vulnerable through the universe unattended.

The moment I saw Alex, I knew he was an omega. Even though I was furious that he was being paraded around, unmated and unprotected, I was also thrilled

because I knew at once; he was mine.

I will save my omega from his difficult life. I will keep him safe and protected, even if it means war...

The Alien's Kidnapped Omega is a lighthearted sci-fi m/m romance featuring a unique alien race, a sweet and confused human, a very well-meaning

and equally misguided alien and a forced marriage.

The Geeky Jock Paradox (College Boys of New Haven Book 5)

Author: Hayden Hall

History will repeat itself if I fall for another straight(ish) guy. 

 

Isaac 

 

When my roommate-to-be opens the door wearing nothing but a wet towel and a smile on his face, I only know one thing for sure: my world is about to be turned 

upside down. 

 

A wrestling jock, a hottie, and as straight as a plank, Hunter is not the guy I should want. But all the shoulds and shouldn’ts fly out the window when it turns out 

that Hunter is actually a huge geek and not nearly as straight as I thought. 

 

The fact that my high school crush asked me to wait for him until after college only makes my problems worse. But some terrible timing and an unlocked bedroom 

door end up being less of a problem than the ticking clock. 

 

Can this college-only fling really be all that I have ever wanted? 

 

Hunter 

 

My new roommate is a total cutie, which is the weirdest way to describe a guy when you’re straight. 

 

The more time I spend with Isaac, the less certain I am about everything I thought I knew. Either I am not myself, or I never have been. The weird thing is, I’ve 

never felt more alive. 

 

It doesn’t matter, though. A no-good, terrible, horrible guy from his past leads him on with the sweetest promises and I’d be a fool to get involved. 

 

Yet I need to have him, even if it’s for a little while. 



The Geeky Jock Paradox is the fifth and final book in the College Boys of New Haven series. It's the perfect match for all fans of college MM romance, high steam

and low angst, bisexual awakening, and nerd/jock pairings. It features the sweetest the-right-one-was-there-all-along moment and a very happy ending. All

College Boys of New Haven books can be read as stand-alones and in any order.

Dead and Buried (Cold Case Psychic Book 18)

Author: Pandora Pine

Content to work insurance fraud and cheating spouse cases, Detective Ronan O’Mara is shocked when prominent YouTube ghost hunter Marlowe Bond and his

partner seek him out to solve the most bizarre set of murders Ronan’s ever encountered: thirteen skeletons buried in the flower beds of Trip Cahill’s

Massachusetts home.

Psychic Tennyson Grimm can hear the thirteen spirits speaking to him. The problem is none of them are making sense. Instead of intelligent answers to his

questions about their untimely deaths, he’s getting heaps of unintelligible word salad and garbled images he can’t seem to explain.

Working alongside Marlowe, Ten and Ronan are introduced to the spirit of Civil War Widow Temperance Bradstreet, the former owner of the house where the

skeletons were discovered. Does she hold the key to how the bones came to rest in her yard, or is there something more sinister afoot?

When the widow makes a dramatic appearance in Ronan’s bedroom, the case takes a turn no one saw coming and Ronan is powerless to stop. Can Tennyson

solve the mystery of the thirteen skeletons, or will Ronan be the next man dead and buried?

Predators: A Dark MM Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance (Vampire Kings Book 1)

Author: Loki Renard

Will has served three years of a life sentence for crimes he did commit.

According to society he deserves to never see the light of day again.

When a mysterious man named Maddox gives him an opportunity to be free, Will takes the deal.

Maddox has a special use for Will.

He needs someone he can bend until they break.

Someone he can make in his own image.

Maddox is not a man.

He is a vampire.

And Will is his next pet.

Will is about to learn he knows nothing about the world in which he lives — and nothing of his own true nature. Finally embraced for all he is, Will finds himself

kneeling at the feet of the one he must call master, compelled to serve as a pet to the beast who stalks NYC.

But can Will truly be tamed?

And what happens when a monster falls in love?

Predators is a dark MM paranormal romance set in a contemporary urban fantasy world. Reader discretion is advised.

Doll Parts (The Game Series Book 4)

Author: Cara Dee

The Game Series, #4 [Standalone.] 

 

I have the best boyfriend in the whole world, but there’s one thing I won’t tell him. It’s that I don’t believe in absolute happiness anymore. Not with the cards we’ve 

been dealt. I mean, come on! Why do we fall for people who don’t want us back? While he’s been pining after Lucian, one of the Masters in his kink community, 

I’m the lovesick monster-puppy Little who can’t forget my former stepdad KC. Or the kinky porn I once found on his computer…but that’s beside the point! 

 

It’s complicated, to be honest. I try not to think about it. I have Cameron, and I love him so damn much. Why can’t we try to make it on our own? Why does he 

want us to find a Top that’s just ours? It won’t work. Our stupid hearts refuse to move on. 

 

What’s even stupider is that Cameron insists we seek out a Dom for our relationship in the very kink community where we can find both KC and Lucian. 

 

Ohhh crap. I think he’s got a plan. 

 

The Game Series is a BDSM series where romance meets the reality of kink. Sometimes we fall for someone we don’t match with, sometimes vanilla business 

gets in the way of kinky pleasure, and sometimes we have to compromise and push ourselves to overcome trauma and insecurities. No matter what, two things



are certain. This is not a perfect world, and life never turns out the way you planned.

His Forever Mate: Shifter Mpreg Romance (Unexpected Mates Book 6)

Author: Brea Alepoú

True Mates are found in the most unlikely of places.

Cole is so ready for a forever mate. He's happy his pride mates have found love, but he can't help but feel lonely sometimes. When will he finally find his other

half? His True Mate. When a job comes up, Cole is all too willing to take it. If he’s lucky maybe he’ll meet his other half while he searches for someone who

doesn’t want to be found.

Amos lost control once, and he vowed to never hurt anyone again. That means walking away from his family and straight into a shifter’s worst fate: loneliness. But

even when his fated mate stumbles into his path Amos is determined to continue punishing himself. Sending his overly happy, young, and naive mate away is the

only way to keep his vow.

New beginnings, love, sugary sweets, and forgiveness. Love Conquers all.

Current Reading Order:

His Bewildered mate #1

His Royal Mate #2

His Apprehensive Mate #3

His Runaway Mate #4

His Devoted Mate #5

His Forever Mate #6 (Final)

Headcase (Necessary Evils Book 4)

Author: Onley James

Asa Mulvaney is half of a psychopathic whole. He and his twin brother live together, party together…kill together. In the Mulvaney family, murder is the family

business and business is good. So, when an experiment separates Asa and his brother, Asa is forced to navigate the world on his own for the first time in his life.

Zane Scott is a small-time crime blogger, but he dreams of a byline in a major paper and his suspicions surrounding Thomas Mulvaney are about to make that

dream a reality. When an invitation to a boring fundraiser lands him not beside Thomas, as he had hoped, but Asa Mulvaney, they share an intensely passionate

encounter that leaves Zane trapped in a cage of his own making.

At a nearby college, a cluster of suicides isn’t what it seems. When Asa’s father asks him to look into it, he sees the perfect opportunity to exploit his little crime

reporter and make him fall in line. And Asa needs him to fall in line. Zane is suspicious of Asa’s motives and half-convinced he’s dead either way, but he won’t say

no to a chance to peek behind the Mulvaney family curtains.

As the two unravel a sinister plot, Asa’s obsession with Zane grows and Zane finds being Asa’s sole focus outweighs almost anything, maybe even his

career—which is good for Asa because loving a Mulvaney is a full-time job. Can he convince Zane that he’s worth navigating a family of psychopaths and

tolerating an almost too close for comfort twin? Or will Zane learn the hard way that the Mulvaney boys always get what they want? Always.

Headcase is a high heat, intense, lovers-to-frenemies, psychopath romance with an HEA and no cliffhangers. It features an obsessive, calculating psychopath

and a wannabe reporter who will stop at nothing to earn himself a major byline. As always, there’s gratuitous violence, very dark humor, enough killers to fill an

auditorium, and enough heat to melt your kindle. This is book four in the Necessary Evils series. Each book follows a different couple.

Foodie Alpha: An Alpha Omega Mpreg Romance (Alpha For Hire Book 1)

Author: Lorelei M. Hart

Rule number one: Don’t date your clients.

Alpha Joseph doesn’t mind picking up extra work using the gig service, Alpha for Hire. As a food stylist, he rarely gets work in his exact field, but they usually

have something available that’s related to food. But he’s not really that picky. Every job he takes is one step closer to achieving his dream of starting his own

business.

Omega Adam moved to Oak Grove after he inherited his grandfather’s restaurant. He’d spend summers working there as a teen and thought he was up for the

task. Spoiler Alert: He. Was. Not. And he needs to do something quickly if he’s going to keep it from going under. When he discovers Alpha for Hire, Adam

crosses his fingers that someone there holds the keys to saving his family business.

Foodie Alpha is the first book in Alpha for Hire, the spin-off series of the popular Aria Grace and Lorelei M Hart sweet with knotty heat MM mpreg Oak Grove 

romance series. Foodie Alpha features an alpha with a passion for food that only rivals his passion for his omega, an omega willing to give a thousand percent to



help keep his family’s legacy going, true love, an adorable baby, and a guaranteed happily ever after. If you love your alphas hawt, your omegas strong, and your

mpreg with heart, download your copy today.

Heart2Heart: A Charity Anthology (Collection), Volume 5

Author: Lucy Lennox

Once upon a time, a bunch of authors wondered... what would happen if Heart2Heart, the dating and community app responsible for bringing together couples

from all over the world, encouraged people to do something they’d never done before?

#NeverHaveIEver is trending on H2H, and fourteen authors who’ve never before appeared in a Heart2Heart anthology (and one who’s never left) have come

together to show how funny, hot, and heartwarming it can be when H2H app users challenge themselves to do something outside of their comfort zones--from

singing in public, to skinny dipping, to getting their first real kiss--while they manage to fall in love along the way.

As always, all proceeds from this anthology will benefit LGBTQ+ charities to ensure that love in all its incarnations will be celebrated and protected every single

day of the year!

Matched Twice: MMF Bisexual Romance

Author: Roxanne Riley

This is definitely not what I signed up for.

But it might be even better.

When my best friend Josie announces that the dating app she's been working on is getting close to launching, I'm unbelievably proud of her and happy for her. I

want to do what I can to help see her passion project through, so when she says she needs beta testers to try it out, I reluctantly agree, even though dating is far

from a priority for me.

So, I sign up for MysteryMatch, take the carefully curated quiz, and wait for it to set me up with my blind date. It seems like Josie's thought of it all and everything

is running smoothly... until I arrive and find not just one, but two matches waiting for me!

Russell and Marco are both drop-dead-gorgeous guys who each happen to be bisexual. And who each happened to match not only with me, but also with each

other.

It's a glitch no one saw coming, and it leaves each of the three of us wondering: Who do I choose?

I thought this would be easy: One date to give Josie some feedback, then I could walk away and move on with my life. But walking away from either one of them

is proving to be harder than I expected. After all, who can even manage to walk, with two hot hunks making them weak in the knees?

It's an impossible choice that can only lead to someone getting hurt. But what if none of us had to choose? Could we each manage to share our life, and our bed,

with two people at once?

Will the bug in this system break our hearts?

Or has the glitch given all of us the ultimate gift: each other?

Matched Twice is a standalone bisexual reverse harem romance with high heat MM, MFM and MMF scenes. (Swords do cross in this one!) It has no cliffhangers

and no cheating, but it does have lots of steam and a happily ever after for everyone involved.

Claim Me: An Omegaverse Story (Finding Free Book 7)

Author: A.M. Arthur

Alpha Rei Bloom has spent the last three years waiting on the sidelines while his best friends find their mates, have children, and settle into their new lives. He’s 

lonelier than he’ll admit to anyone and longs for an omega mate of his own. But even though he’s the son of the mayor, what omega will want a blind alpha 

masseuse for their mate? 

 

Omega Kinley Tetch is stretched thin and desperate. Between taking care of his two younger siblings, making sure their alcoholic sire doesn’t gamble all their 

money away, and dancing for tips at a local gentlemen’s club, he has no time to even consider mating. Not until a private dance for a hot, blind alpha sends 

Kinley into his first heat—and far away from the alpha who triggers it. 

 

Rei is determined to track down the mysterious omega dancer whose irresistible scent suggests they share the mating bond, but Kinley’s family situation has 

deteriorated. His brothers are in danger of being taken away by family services, his sire is missing, and while taking an alpha mate is not part of the plan, it would 

give Kinley grounds for custody. But when Rei learns the dark ways in which his and Kinley’s parents are connected, will they find a way to reconcile their pasts 

and claim each other in the present? Or was their romance doomed from the start?



 

CLAIM ME is the seventh book in the “Finding Free” omegaverse series, which is a spin-off of the fan-favorite “Breaking Free” series. This is an original universe

featuring mpreg, A/B/O dynamics, heats, knotting and an alpha-dominated society that is starting to see advances in omega rights. Content warnings for dark

themes apply.

A Whipped Cream Kind of Day (One of Those Days Book 5)

Author: M.A. Innes

Sometimes the only thing that will make a day better is whipped cream and sprinkles.

When Remy dodges a flying coffee cup from an insane lawyer and ends up quitting his job, he’s not sure what to do. The one thing he knows is that whipped

cream makes everything better, and the strange barista who’s offered him a job can’t be worse than the lawyers…right?

Some days things just don’t go quite as expected…even when you’re a Dom who likes everything planned out.

Brooks had thought he’d done his due diligence before he’d gone to work with the new firm. He hadn’t, and now he not only has to figure what’s next, he has to

figure out how to fix things with the sweetest and shyest admin he’s ever met…if he can figure out where his perfect cutie, and hopefully sub, has disappeared to.

When a shy boy meets a cautious Daddy, sometimes they need a push to find their happily ever after—but what else are friends for?

Gloam: Gay Monster Romance (Monstrous Book 4)

Author: Lily Mayne

When a strange woman shows up outside our camp in the Wastes with monsters chained up to her RV, it feels like I’m the only one who actually

wants to help them.

That big, grey-skinned monster with the cage on his head and the chain hanging from his back—something is telling me I need to help him. I need to free him. But

I have absolutely no idea how I’m supposed to do that, especially when he can’t even talk to me to tell me how.

Collector Mary is finally leaving our camp to head back to her monster menagerie, so I do the only thing I can think of to help him. I go with her.

Now, this big beastie and I are travelling companions for the foreseeable future. Now I just have to think of a way to get that cage off his head, which seems like

an impossible task. But I’m not giving up. He has no one else, and when I start to discover who he is beneath the cage, my motivation to free him becomes far

more than just a desire to help.

This is so dangerous. The military is lurking. Vicious monsters are lurking. And when Mary turns out to be even worse than we could have ever imagined, my

desperate bid to save this monster turns into a deadly game of cat and mouse.

I’m pretty sure I’m going to die out here.

Gloam is Book Four of the Monstrous series, a post-apocalyptic m/m fantasy series that features monsters and human men falling in love. It is best to read the

series in order. Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit sexual content and is not suitable for young readers. It also contains graphic depictions of torture

and violence.

Wrath: An Enemies to Lovers MM Sports Romance Standalone

Author: Ellis James

From USA Today Bestseller Ella James—writing MM romance under the pen name Ellis James—comes an addictive, enemies-to-lovers MM romance 

that readers are calling one of the best love stories of the year. 

 

It's true, I'm keeping secrets. 

But I just found out one of his... 

 

My new stepbrother is insufferable. 

You'd think it wouldn't matter since I won't be here for long, but this guy gets under my skin like no one ever has. All-American, baby-faced, blue-eyed band dork 

and star soccer player. Everything about him is the picture of perfection—unlike me. 

I don't think Do Gooder knows I'm starting senior year late. And he definitely doesn't know why. I've got secrets I'm taking with me to the grave. 

Everyone thinks I moved to my dad's small town to play varsity football, but I've got other plans, and DG's trying to thwart them all. He's making my life worse than 

it already is. 

Having him around is a damn plague. But I can fight back. 

I found out a little secret about Mr. Perfect. He plays for the "other" team. That ball bat he's got stuffed into his gray sweatpants—it swings "that" way. The best



part about this twisted game is when I find out it gets hard for me. 

The Do Gooder...he wants me. I don't know why. But I know how to make him pay. 

 

-- 

 

* This story is emotional and so romantic, but it has some dark parts. Triggers include mental health struggles, trauma, abuse, drug use, and some themes that

may be difficult for LGBTIQA+ readers struggling with faith issues. All these things are handled as gently as possible.

The Hitman's Guide to Making Friends and Finding Love: (The Hitman's Guide 1)

Author: Alice Winters

What happens when a snarky hitman and a by-the-book PI cross paths?

Leland

Being a hitman has its perks, but I never thought getting an accidental mooning by an attractive PI while he’s caught on a fence would be one of them. While it’s

not exactly love at first sight, he’s captured my interest and won’t let go.

Suddenly, I find myself caught in a game of cat and mouse, determined to attract the attention of Jackson, the PI who should be my enemy. He pretends like he’s

not flattered by my flowers and the mentions of my totally-not-fictitious blow-up doll Randy (or was it Dandy?), but I know better. Why else would he be teaming

up with me to bring down Hardek, one of the city’s most ruthless criminals?

Jackson

Even though the cops are telling me that the hitman is a notorious contract killer, I can’t help but admit that I’m drawn to him. He’s funny, charismatic, and

attractive. There’s no way this ridiculous man can be the person the cops are after.

But when Leland ends up at my doorstep injured, I’m faced with a tough choice. It’s my duty to hand him over to law enforcement, but my heart has other plans. I

want to keep him. To protect him. To be with him.

Though one question remains: why in the world does the man have so many d*mn guns?

Contains: shenanigans on a swing that you would NOT find at a playground, a car chase that sadly doesn't have flips or explosions, a horsey ride sans horse,

cuddles, an exuberant mutt, a suspicious chief of police, and lots and lots of laughs.

Locked in Silence (Pelican Bay, Book 1)

Author: Sloane Kennedy

I’ve spent years hoping someone would finally hear me. It’s easier not to try anymore…

Ten years after leaving his small Minnesota hometown in his rearview mirror for what Nolan Grainger was sure would be the last time, life has decided to throw

the talented musician a curveball and send him back to the town he lived in but was never really home.

At twenty-eight, Nolan has traveled the world as a successful concert violinist with some of the best symphonies in the country. But success breeds envy, and

when Nolan’s benefactor and lover decides Nolan has flown high enough, he cruelly clips Nolan’s wings. The betrayal and ensuing scandal leaves the violinist’s

career in shambles and with barely enough money to start fresh somewhere beyond his vindictive ex’s powerful reach. But just as he’s ready to get his life back

on track, Nolan gets the call he’s been dreading.

After a stroke leaves his father a partial invalid, duty-bound Nolan returns to Pelican Bay and a life he’s spent years trying to forget. When he’s forced to use the

last of his own money to keep from losing the family home, desperation has him turning to the one man he’d hoped never to see again…

Even if I could speak, there wouldn’t be anyone there to listen…

Pelican Bay’s golden boy, Dallas Kent, had the quintessential perfect life. Smart, gorgeous, and popular, the baseball phenom was well on his way to a life filled

with fame and fortune. But more importantly, he had a one-way ticket out of Pelican Bay and far away from the family who used love as currency and whose high

expectations were the law of the land. But a stormy night, sharp highway curve and one bad decision changed everything, leaving Dallas with nothing.

Because the accident that took his parents, his future and his crown as the boy who could do no wrong, also stole his voice.

Despised for the horrific wreck that ended the lives of two of Pelican Bay’s most respected residents, Dallas has retreated to a secluded stretch of land where

he’s found refuge in a menagerie of unwanted animals that don’t care that he once had the world at his feet or that he’ll never speak again.

But when the quiet, bookish boy he wasn’t allowed to notice in school suddenly reappears ten years later at Dallas’s wildlife rehab center in desperate need of a

job, Dallas is thrust back into a world he’s worked hard to escape.

Dallas’s silence was supposed to send Nolan scurrying, but what if Nolan ends up being the one person who finally hears him?

Will two men who’ve been fleeing from the past finally come home to Pelican Bay for good or will the silence drive them apart forever?



Right as Raine: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

Tiller:

As the first openly gay professional football player, I can’t afford to make any mistakes, on or off the field. And the absolute biggest mistake I could make right

now would be to fall for Mikey Vining, my best friend, employee and, more importantly, Coach’s baby boy. I might fantasize about Mikey at night-—every

night—but actually touching him would be a serious personal foul. 

And falling for him? That’s completely out of bounds.

Mikey:

I’ve learned my lesson about falling for one of my dad’s players. They’re a bunch of spoiled jocks with more muscles than brains. I’ve spent years learning to keep

my eyes, and my hands, to myself. But resisting the temptation becomes nearly impossible when Tiller Raine and I end up together in a small cabin in a remote

Colorado town. 

Suddenly, there’s not much to do but look at each other. And talk. And hopefully, hopefully touch.

But what happens when our stay in Aster Valley is over and it’s time to return to the real world? Will Coach blow the whistle on our relationship? Or will Tiller

admit there might actually be something he loves more than football after all?

Night Tricks (Midnight Magic Book 1)

Author: Richard Amos

They say warlocks are lesser beings. I’m about to prove them wrong.

The streets have been my home for as long as I can remember. To get by, I use my magic tricks, bringing smiles to the faces of adults and children alike.

As a warlock, my powers are limited. Nothing like a witch’s magical skills. Basically, I'm a glorified magician as well as a second-class citizen. Fine. It doesn’t get

me down. I have my cat Fizz and Kylie Minogue’s music to keep me going as I dream big.

I know there’s a better life out there for me.

When I accidentally summon the lost magic of arcana, something not even a powerful witch can do, my world is turned upside down.

Enter Tae Frost. Mysterious billionaire vampire. Deliciously handsome and brooding. Able to set my pulse racing with just one look. A man who offers to change

my life for the better. I just have to move into his penthouse and help him hunt demons first.

Hmmm. I have a big decision to make. Do I take this Cinderella-like opportunity? Especially with the dangerous secret I’m hiding from the world. And if the

witches discover I've summoned arcana... Well, it won't be fun to be me if they do.

There’s a demon making a big impression—a creepy, button-eyed man spilling blood across London. Seemingly uncatchable, as well as unhinged. The city is

trembling in the wake of his shadow.

With my new powers, I’m the only one to stop him.

Damn.

Night Tricks is the first book in an Urban Fantasy Romance series packed with magic, demons, action, and steamy moments. Step into the world of a

warlock who always tries to see the sunny side of life, and the sexy vampire who makes his knees go weak.

Saint (Priest Book 3)

Author: Sierra Simone

I can't have Elijah Iverson. 

 

I can't have him because he's my older brother's best friend. I can't have him because I broke his heart five years ago; because he's now engaged to someone 

else—someone kind and dependable who deserves his whiskey eyes, his soft mouth, his fierce intellect. 

 

I can't have Elijah because I've chosen God instead. 



The Bell brothers, though . . . well, we don't exactly have the greatest track record with vows. But I'm determined to do this monk thing right—to pledge myself to

a cloistered life and spend the rest of my years in chastity and prayer. But now Elijah's here. He's here and he's coming with me on my European monastery road

trip, and between the whispered confessions and the stolen kisses and the moments bent over an ancient altar, my vows are feeling flimsier by the day. 

 

And vows or not, I know in my heart that it would take more than a good and holy monk to resist Elijah Iverson right now. It would take a saint. 

 

And we all know that I'm no saint. 

 

(This is the third full-length standalone in the Priest Collection, featuring Father Bell's brother, Aiden Bell. You do not have to read Priest or Sinner to

read Saint.)

Boyfriend Material (London Calling)

Author: Alexis Hall

"It's a fun, frothy quintessentially British romcom about a certified chaos demon and a stern brunch daddy with a heart of gold faking a

relationship."—New York Times bestselling author Talia Hibbert

AMAZON BEST BOOK OF THE MONTH

Named a best book of the year by Oprah Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, Goodreads, The Washington Post, and more!

WANTED:

One (fake) boyfriend

Practically perfect in every way

Luc O'Donnell is tangentially—and reluctantly—famous. His rock star parents split when he was young, and the father he's never met spent the next twenty years

cruising in and out of rehab. Now that his dad's making a comeback, Luc's back in the public eye, and one compromising photo is enough to ruin everything.

To clean up his image, Luc has to find a nice, normal relationship...and Oliver Blackwood is as nice and normal as they come. He's a barrister, an ethical

vegetarian, and he's never inspired a moment of scandal in his life. In other words: perfect boyfriend material. Unfortunately, apart from being gay, single, and

really, really in need of a date for a big event, Luc and Oliver have nothing in common. So they strike a deal to be publicity-friendly (fake) boyfriends until the dust

has settled. Then they can go their separate ways and pretend it never happened.

But the thing about fake-dating is that it can feel a lot like real-dating. And that's when you get used to someone. Start falling for them. Don't ever want to let them

go.

Discover the LGBT romance about exact opposites falling in perfectly imperfect love that New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

CHRISTINA LAUREN calls "hilarious, witty, tender, and stunning."

Protecting His Pride (Steelwick Book 1)

Author: Jena Wade

Sometimes life bakes up more than just cookies.

Alpha Baxter’s life in the Steelwick Pride has given him purpose. Along with his fellow shifters, they are the balance that keeps the Councill from gaining too much

power and shifter packs from endangering their kind. It’s a good life and all he’s ever wanted. That is until fate steps in and turns his world upside down in the

best of ways.

Omega Ralf loves living with the Northbay pack with his twin brother and his new pack. Finally free from the horrors of his youth, he is finding out who he is and

where he belongs. Not once has he suspected that fate would lead him away from his new life, but when fate comes a knocking, the only thing left is to open the

door.

Moving away from everything and everyone he loves, Ralf finds a new place as the official baker of Steelwick. And his mate? Baxter is everything he’d ever

longed for in a mate and a whole bunch of things he hadn’t even known to ask. Everything is perfect until a past mission of Baxter’s comes back to haunt them.

Protecting His Pride is a sweet with knotty heat M/M Mpreg Shifter Romance by the popular writing team of Jena Wade and Lorelei M. Hart. It features an alpha

lion learning to forgive himself, an omega who bakes enough to keep the hungriest pride full, a motorcycle club that is more than they appear, more than just

some cookies in the oven, true fated love, and adorable babies. If you love your shifters hawt, your omegas strong, and your mpreg with heart, download your

copy of Protecting His Pride today.

Scapegoat (Working Dogs Book 1)



Author: J.R. Gray

Special Agent Nolan Hudson

At seventeen, I ran. I joined the military and planned to never step foot in my home town again. Nothing could make me return to that hellhole and the pain I

buried there, or so I thought— until I found myself on a plane to that very place.

Almost two decades later, I’m forced home to help find a missing nine year old. As a member of the most elite K9 special unit in the country, it was my job and

you can’t exactly say no to the FBI. It should be easy, and I won’t have to face what I ran from.

However, the case is anything but simple and to make matters worse, I’m faced with the last person I ever wanted to see again: Officer Callum Stone— the

sheriff’s son and the town’s golden boy. Only he’s not anymore—he’s a ruin of what he once was.

It’s Callum’s kid who’s missing, and all the feelings I’d spent almost twenty years running from rise to the surface.

As secrets come to light, we realize our small town is hiding a lot more than we thought, and we’ll have to follow the trail of deception to get justice and maybe a

second chance at love.

Scapegoat is a second chance MM romantic suspense, featuring a small town, some FBI K9 fun, and hurt/comfort vibes. It is the first book in J.R. Gray's Working

Dogs series, which will be packed with action, suspense, and humor.

Unhinged (Necessary Evils Book 1)

Author: Onley James

Adam Mulvaney lives a double life. By day, he’s the spoiled youngest son of an eccentric billionaire. By night, he’s an unrepentant killer, one of seven

psychopaths raised to right the wrongs of a justice system that keeps failing.

Noah Holt has spent years dreaming of vengeance for the death of his father, but when faced with his killer, he learns a daunting truth he can’t escape. His father

was a monster.

Unable to ignore his own surfacing memories, Noah embarks on a quest to find the truth about his childhood with the help of an unlikely ally: the very person who

murdered his father. Since their confrontation, Adam is obsessed with Noah, and he wants to help him uncover the answers he seeks, however dark they may be.

The two share a mutual attraction, but, deep down, Noah knows Adam’s not like other boys. Adam can’t love. He wasn’t born that way. But he refuses to let Noah

go, and Noah’s not sure he wants him to.

Can Adam prove to Noah that passion, power, and protection are just as good as love?

Unhinged is a fast-paced, roller coaster ride of a romance with an HEA and no cliffhangers. It features a dirty-talking, possessive psychopath and a sweet

cinnamon roll of a boy with Daddy issues and a core of steel. There’s gratuitous violence, very dark humor, enough steam to fog up a hundred car windows, and

something a lot like love. This is book one in the Necessary Evils series. Each book follows a different couple.

The Magnolia Murders (Sawyer and Royce: Matrimony and Mayhem Book 1)

Author: Aimee Nicole Walker

Everything old is new again in love and murder.

Work together, live together, and play together is the name of the game for Royce Locke and Sawyer Key. But one of those things changes when Chief Mendoza

taps Sawyer to lead the newly formed cold case unit. His first task: solve the Magnolia Murders that spanned three decades and suddenly stopped in 2000.

Chaos ensues when a fourth Magnolia Queen contender is murdered during a preliminary round. With the pageant’s one hundredth anniversary looming, the

pressure is on to produce results. Royce and Sawyer, along with their new partners, have to team up to solve the Magnolia Murders—old and new.

As the investigation continues, a surprise visitor and an unexpected phone call force the men to face painful things from their pasts. The future Royce and Sawyer

dream of is within their grasp, but first, they’ll need to uproot the seeds of discontent they’ve buried deep.

The Magnolia Murders is the first book in the Matrimony and Mayhem trilogy, the second story arc for Royce Locke and Sawyer Key. ** New readers should start

with the Zero Hour trilogy before reading Matrimony and Mayhem. ** The Magnolia Murders is a continuation of Royce and Sawyer’s happily ever after as they

move into the next phase of their lives—professionally and personally. Though some storylines span the trilogy, this book does not end in a cliffhanger. Heat,

humor, heart, and homicide abound. You have been warned. 18+

Code Red



Author: N.R. Walker

Maddox Kershaw is the main vocalist of the world’s biggest boy band. He’s at the top of every music chart, every award show, every social media platform, and

every sexiest-man-alive list. He’s the bad boy, the enigma, the man everyone on the planet wants a piece of.

He’s also burned out and exhausted, isolated and lonely. Not in a good headspace at the start of a tour.

Roscoe Hall is Maddox’s personal manager. His job is high-flying, high-demand, high-profile, and he loves it. Maddox has consumed his entire life for the past

four years. Roscoe knows him. He sees the real Maddox no one else gets to see.

He’s also in love with him.

When the tour and stress become too much, when the world begins to close in, Roscoe becomes Maddox’s lifeline. But as Maddox knows already, and as

Roscoe is about to learn, the brighter the spotlight, the darker the shadow.

Confessions (Brantley Walker: Off the Books Book 7)

Author: Nicole Edwards

From New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Nicole Edwards comes the seventh installment in her Brantley Walker: Off the Books

series, which follows the Brantley Walker and Reese Tavoularis and the rest of the Off the Books Task Force!

Trinity: Unlocked Mates Book 2

Author: Athena Steller

A Hellhound, Bear, and Bobcat shifter inside the same BDSM club—the sparks are going to fly.

The Alpha to the Hellhounds, Bo has left the Hell realm to search for his mate. The small town he finds himself in calls to him and Bo knows he needs to keep his

eyes open. Even trying to prepare himself, Bo is shocked when the truth about his mate is revealed.

Craig has watched over his pack mate Nate knowing one day he was going to have to let him go. As a bear shifter, Craig has two mates somewhere he will

hopefully find one day. He won’t know either of his mates until he’s scented them both. But Craig carries a deep dark secret in his heart. He isn’t actually looking

for his mates—Craig lost his heart to Nate long ago, and until Nate’s mate comes to claim him, Craig’s main purpose in life is to keep Nate safe and happy.

Nate is broken. It doesn’t matter how many times his family, Craig, or anyone else tells him that he’s not, Nate knows the truth. He’s an ex-military sniper with

blood on his hands. He lost his ability to scent during an explosion and suffers from PTSD and night terrors. The only time he feels safe and comfortable is when

he is little. Nate knows he is too much trouble and hopes to spare a mate from having to take care of him.

In one instant, everything changes for Bo, Craig, and Nate.

Now they must fight to become the strong triad they’re meant to be.

This book is an exploration of a relationship between three (male) consensual adults who are looking for love and acceptance. All characters in sexual situations

are over the age of consent.

No cheating or cliffhangers, and an HEA is a guarantee.

This book contains scenes with Daddy kink, Age Play, Abdl, and more.

Bound to Him

Author: Ki Brightly

The Billionaire Who Wins at All Costs 

Texan Alton Bouchard always gets what he wants. There’s not much money can’t buy, and for everything else he bulldozes his way to victory. The moment he 

sees Noah Divine, the heir of the Divine Conglomerate, Alton knows he wants him. Alton digs up enough dirt to scare Noah’s father, and before Noah realizes 

what is happening, he’s contracted to be married to Alton for six months. 

 

The Artist Minted by Money 

Noah Divine wants nothing to do with his family’s business. His dream to be a painter has made him his father’s number-one disappointment. When he is asked 

to marry Alton to smooth over the dark splotches on his family’s reputation, Noah can’t see a solution to the problem except to comply, if only to keep life normal 

for his younger siblings. 

 

The Marriage Plot 

Alton has a plan—a short marriage to Noah, which will give him business as well as personal opportunities. The hitch is that he doesn’t expect Noah to be so pure 

and innocent, especially since he’d grown up in the moneyed world of Vert Island. Noah wants to hate Alton, but he discovers there is more to the billionaire than



he shows. As they navigate their arrangement, they find their feelings for each other grow deeper than they anticipated. Once six months is over, their lives will go

back to the way they were before the wedding. But what if they don’t want to be alone again? Can a marriage started with a contract ever become more? 

 

At the beginning of Bound to Him, Alton has a complete lack of morals, but never fear, Noah wins him over, and there is a happily ever after.

Better Than Sweets (Hellhound Collar Series Book 1)

Author: Lisa Oliver

With lives forged in Hades' Underworld, a hellhound's pack bonds are never broken. They might have separate territories on earth, but when the pack

need each other, they are only ever a mind tug away.

Java didn't understand why his packmate Raoul was the first to find his mate. In the hellhound pack, they were all equal, and it didn't help that Raoul was so smug

about it, snuggling and hugging on the friendly Jason every chance he had. But, Java was determined to find out what Raoul did - there had to be something -

and Java was just as capable of doing anything Raoul could've done. It was time. Java had a collar box, just like Raoul had, and his hound was keen to be

wearing the contents. They just had to find their mate to get the box open first.

Cyril was finding his feet, enjoying his new life in Plaka, as a local shop owner. His sweets were finding favor among locals and tourists alike, and he was busy

enough that he didn't notice a lack of a mate too often. He had a crush - the sexy hotel owner from down the road, who strode past his store almost every day,

and that was enough to fuel Cyril's dreams, even if it meant he spent his nights alone. He never dreamed that same crush would be the one to save him from a

mugging.

Hexes and hellhounds from different packs, a collar, a fae, and a naked man falling out of a hotel window. Nothing in their first few days of mating was like Cyril

had dreamed of, and even Java wondered how much work it was going to be, keeping his mage mate safe. Especially when the one hunting him had the same

sized fangs Java did.

Better Than Sweets is the official book one of a new series, The Hellhound Collar series. It is 41,300 words long and includes an HEA. The prequel to this story,

Collar and Scruff, is currently part of the Prolific Works Your Book Boyfriend's Boyfriend giveaway (2022). A link for that giveaway can be found in this book.

#MMparanormalromance #MMhellhounds #Gayparanormalromance

This content was intended for adults only, please store your content responsibly, thank you.

The Truth Within (Pelican Bay, Book 3)

Author: Sloane Kennedy

I’m not a fighter. I never was. So how do I make the one man who might just be worth fighting for see that? At twenty-five years old, Ford Cornell should have his

whole life ahead of him but instead, the would-be artist is drowning in denial and just trying to get through each day. And the boy who once believed life was

about following impossible dreams has finally come to accept that it’s really only about surviving a living nightmare… one of his own making. But the bruises are

becoming harder to hide. So is the truth… I refuse to fall for a guy who won’t accept the truth about who he is or what he wants. Not again… They say bad things

happen in threes. For Sherriff Camden Wells, it’s more like fours… or fives… or dozens. After an ugly lie destroys his career and the man he’d planned to spend

the rest of his life with cuts him to the core with the ultimate betrayal, forty-year-old Cam is counting on his new job as sheriff of the quiet town of Pelican Bay to

be the fresh start he needs. What he isn’t counting on is meeting a young man who makes him want to break all his own rules. He wants me to accept something

that will cause me to lose everything. I may not have much but it’s something and something is better than nothing… right? Ford’s gotten used to his role as his

older brother’s punching bag and being his mother’s never-ending disappointment. They may not be the Cleavers but family is family and Ford’s seen up close

and personal what happens when you don’t have anyone in your corner… or when you go against family. And there’s just no way he’s strong enough to survive

that… Nothing about us should make sense but maybe that’s why it does… Two men… one living a lie and one knocking down the walls of the closet he was

forced to live in for so long. When one white-hot encounter leads to another and then another, Ford and Cam are forced to accept that their need for each other

isn’t going away anytime soon. But being together means one will need to go against everything he believes in. So which man will bend and which will break?

And what will the truth ultimately reveal? **This book CAN be read as a standalone, but you may want to consider checking out books 1 and 2 in the series to fully

enjoy all the secondary characters you'll meet in this story. Book 1 - Locked in Silence Book 2 - Sanctuary Found

Hot as Heller: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

The man asked me to valet his damn car.

Look, I left LA for a reason. I’ve had my fill of big Hollywood stars and their even bigger egos. I want something genuine. Something real. And it doesn’t get any

realer than being the new sheriff of Aster Valley, Colorado.

That is, until entitled Finn Heller appears on the scene, handing me the keys to his convertible like I’m his personal servant. 



The former child star and wannabe action hero is the hottest thing I’ve ever seen. He’s also a snarky party animal with legions of adoring fans and attitude for

days.

Or so I thought. 

The longer the film crew stays in town, the more I begin to wonder if Finn is hiding his true self, one that’s as beautiful inside as out. He’s a star alright, but the

kind that shines bright enough to light up the night sky... the kind I want to make a wish on. 

A wish Finn will find a way to make things work with me, even if it means his next role is my very own leading man.

Psycho (Necessary Evils Book 2)

Author: Onley James

August Mulvaney has always been exceptional. As the genius son of an eccentric billionaire, his off-putting behavior is often blamed on his high IQ. They say

there’s a thin line between genius and madness. August is both—a brilliant professor loved by his students and a ruthless, obsessive killer tasked with righting the

wrongs of a failing justice system. And he’s just found his latest obsession: Lucas Blackwell.

Lucas Blackwell was once the golden child of the FBI, using his secret talent as a clairvoyant to help put away society’s worst. Until, with a touch, he discovers

his co-worker is a killer and his life falls apart. Now, the world thinks he’s crazy and that co-worker wants him dead. He seeks refuge at a small college, hoping to

rebuild his life and his reputation. But then he runs into August Mulvaney. Literally.

August is immediately intrigued with Lucas and his backstory. He doesn’t believe in psychics, but there’s no missing the terror in his eyes when they collide in the

hallway. Now, August has a problem. Lucas knows his secret, and August knows he wants Lucas. And August always gets what he wants.

Can he convince Lucas that not all killers are created equal and that having a psychopath in his corner—and in his life—might be just what he needs?

Psycho is a fast-paced, thrill ride of a romance with an HEA and no cliffhangers. It features a psychopath hell-bent on romance and a disgraced FBI agent

attempting to redeem himself. As always, there’s gratuitous violence, very dark humor, and scenes so hot it will melt your kindle. This is book two in the

Necessary Evils series. Each book follows a different couple.

A Matter of Fact (Two Truths and a Lie Book 3)

Author: Kate Hawthorne

Name – Rhys St. George

Age – 37

Relationship status – Single

Looking for – A way to make all of this right

Biggest regret – Callahan McMillian

Hobbies – Having money, making money, spending money, and wine.

Name – Beckett Thatcher

Age – 27

Relationship status – Super Single!

Looking for – The kind of man who knows what I'm worth

Biggest regret – Being hesitant to form meaningful relationships after moving

Hobbies – Cooking, baking, and being a good plant dad

Rhys doesn't know what he wants anymore, but he knows he wants to be in Myers Bluff and he wants to make things right with his brother, and maybe his

ex-boyfriend too. The only problem is... he doesn't know how to do any of that.

Beckett has a bad job and big dreams, and he's not going to let either of those things hold him back. He definitely doesn't have time to deal with a man like Rhys

St. George, but there's something magnetic about the way too-rich-for-his-own-good man that Beckett can't deny.

Rhys is used to buying whatever he wants, but finds Beckett cannot be bought. For the first time in his life, Rhys isn't two steps ahead; he's half a pace behind.

But maybe that's exactly where he needs to be to find what he's always been looking for--a purpose, personal redemption, and love.

Submission: Lions of Locust Falls 2

Author: Jayda Marx

Cedric was thrown away by his family on his 18th birthday because of his omega status. He isn't as strong or quick as other lion shifters, and was therefore seen 

as useless by his old pride. He may also bear children, which his family saw as a crime against nature. When he was cast out, he found a new family made up of 

a rag-tag group of men who were all shunned by their old prides, but who loved each other fiercely.



Cedric is a sweet soul who loves to take care of the people he's close to. He's a bit of a 'mother hen', fussing over his friends and making sure everyone is fed

and happy. He's as bright and bubbly as his pink hair, though a sassy streak runs deep within him. 

When Fate puts him in the path of his mate, Cedric is quick to meet his needs, from keeping his man fed to boosting his confidence. But sweet Cedric has a need

as well - he loves to spoil his mate, but he craves for a man to take control of his body and make him feel cherished in a very special way. His mate Asher is just

the man for the job. 

 

Asher, once a Dom-extraordinaire, is battling a bout of bad luck. He was laid off from his job and is having trouble finding employment. He's being hard on his

physical appearance, doubting his abilities, and his flirt game is all but non-existent. He hasn't had the confidence to even approach a boy for some time. 

But lucky for him, a sassy, beautiful boy approaches Asher one day, looking like an animal. Asher needs to dig deep, remember who he is, and trust his

bubble-gum-pink-haired beauty to finally claim his forever happiness. 

 

*This insta-love M/M book is full of laughs, sweetness, and steamy BDSM elements. It features a sweet and sassy lion shifter and his Dom who needs a

confidence boost. It has no cheating or cliffhangers, and a very happy HEA!

PUSH (Love Is Love Book 1)

Author: Nyla K

To the unassuming observer, Ben Lockwood is your typical, suburban dad. Aside from the fact that he’s only thirty-six and his daughter is a sophomore in college.

He and his wife, Jessica, had their only daughter, Hailey, when they were in high school. So you can imagine the unease Ben is feeling when said daughter

brings her new boyfriend home for Thanksgiving… To stay, in their house, for the whole weekend.

Ryan Harper, otherwise known as The Boyfriend, is every dread Ben’s ever had in his daughter dating come to fruition. There’s nothing wrong with Ryan. He’s

polite, smart, and charming… He doesn’t have any neck tattoos or facial piercings, and he drives a BMW. But still, he’s dating Ben’s daughter. That makes him a

threat.

It’s in Ben’s best interest to keep an eye on the kid. You know, to make sure there’s no funny business going on under his roof. Unfortunately for him, the tension

in the house is less about Ryan being his daughter’s boyfriend, and more about him being a strangely intriguing human.

And soon enough, Ben can’t tell if he’s watching Ryan to protect his daughter’s innocence, or obliterate his own. It seems like the boring married-guy image isn’t

going to hold up for long… Not after this bizarre, life-changing weekend.

What are these new, strange feelings and desires? Where did they come from? And why do they have to center around what belongs to his daughter?

Ben and Ryan’s situation couldn’t get much more complicated… Until Jessica steps into the mix.

An unexpected push is all it took for their lives to change forever.

***PUSH by Nyla K is a label-free HEA love story. It contains infidelity triggers, which do work themselves out, so I urge you to give it a shot. MM turns to MMF, in

a very steamy, unexpected romance that will make you laugh, maybe cry, and definitely swoon. The theme of love is love is key here, so there aren’t many

defining, or coming out moments. That being said, this book does explore male-male bisexuality, pansexuality and polyamory, but in a very casual, unassuming

way. If MM and MMF are not your cup of tea, then steer clear. However, if you’re looking for an open-minded tale of taboo and forbidden romance that ultimately

works out for its characters, then this book is for you!***

Their Boy (The Game Series Book 2)

Author: Cara Dee

The Game Series, #2 [Standalone.]

Left all alone in the world—and in a very big house—after the loss of his parents, Kit Damien has struggled to find his place in society and in the kink community

he longs to be a more active part of.

Daddy Doms Colt and Lucas have been a happy, committed couple for eight years. But two Tops need a bottom, and their quest for a Little to make their lives

complete has led them to Kit’s empty doorstep.

But just as with his physical wounds, Kit’s emotional scars won’t heal overnight. Colt and Lucas must challenge him at every turn to force him to open up and let

them in, to let them use their own individual methods to make him whole again. Together, the three will embark on a journey to learn about true love, growing up,

the importance of sprinkles, and the rules of The Game that can make them all winners.

The Game Series is a BDSM series with gay pairings where romance meets the reality of kink. Sometimes we fall for someone we don’t match with, sometimes 

vanilla business gets in the way of kinky pleasure, and sometimes we have to compromise and push ourselves to overcome trauma and insecurities. No matter



what, two things are certain. This is not a perfect world, and life never turns out the way you planned. 

Lovers (A MMF/MM romance) (Voyeur series Book 2)

Author: Fiona Cole

I loved him first.

Jake was my best friend in college-my very straight best friend, until one night he was more. He may have ran after what happened between us, but I never forgot

him.

When fate puts us in the same place, five years later, he has a fiance by his side. Carina is beautiful, driven, and draws my attention almost as much as he still

does.

A game of truth or dare leads to a wild night and a relationship that has all our feelings growing into something bigger than any of us intended.

But what happens when our feelings deepen? Can I handle being with two people?

If it means I can have him, I’ll love them both.

Sweet as Honey: An Aster Valley Novel

Author: Lucy Lennox

When I rode my bike into Aster Valley, it was supposed to be temporary. A quick, relaxing visit with friends. No entanglements. Zero drama.

But then I saw the bumblebee being harassed on the side of the highway. 

More specifically, I saw Truman Sweet, Aster Valley’s resident botanist, spice merchant, and bee-costume enthusiast, being harassed. And the second I got

involved, all my plans for a quick departure scattered like pollen on the breeze.

It turns out that Truman—adorkably shy, relentlessly sunshiny, hot as all heck, reluctantly-still-a-virgin Truman—has secrets. Secrets someone in this charming

small town doesn’t want brought to light. Secrets that rouse every one of my protective instincts just as surely as his kisses rouse… other parts of me. 

And before I know it, I’m thinking being entangled might not be so bad… if it’s Truman I’m tangled up with.

I’ll do whatever it takes to protect Truman from the dangers in his past, but after a lifetime of loneliness and disappointment, how can I possibly convince him to

trust me with his future?

Don't STAHP Me Now

Author: Susi Hawke

My team at STAHP likes to joke that my to-do list has a to-do list: The joke’s on them, because I prefer spreadsheets for maximum efficiency. And if my master

spreadsheet has a list of individual ones? Well, that’s nobody’s business but mine.

As Saint Montoya‘s personal assistant, my ability to be two steps ahead and thrice prepared for anything is not only valued but an absolutely necessary skill. My

savvy competency, along with a divine cup of coffee, is the secret to my success.

My personal life is as skillfully maintained as the professional. I’m happily single and not at all in the market for a mate, even if members of our team have started

finding the ones fated to be theirs. Mates are messy… not to mention distracting.

But if I were in the market for one? I wouldn’t choose an irritating Irish mobster who I meet while he’s, erm, working. Too bad Patrick O’Malley isn’t what I’m

looking for… his fox is too adorable. And the cocky, redheaded alpha isn’t too awful.

This is the third book in an mpreg series about the attempts of a dangerous group of ruthless vigilantes to go lawful… with dubious success. You can expect to

find naughty, knotty scenes of steamy passion, along with a lot of potty-mouth language and satisfactory violence when bad guys get what’s coming. Don’t worry,

you’ll still find all the fluffy mpreg feels and crazy antics you’d expect from Susi Hawke and Crista Crown

Perfect Ten (The Off-Season Book 1)



Author: K.M. Neuhold

A cheeky virgin, a surprisingly romantic bartender, one house, and six months of nothing but fun...

I came to Palm Island two seasons ago, confused about my life and desperate for a change. The island drew me in, but I’m still not sure why.

Maybe it’s time I cut my losses and go back home, back to med school like I always planned.

But when the breathtaking, flirtatious, tattooed bartender I’ve been crushing on for ages offers to let me room with him this off-season, there’s no way I’m leaving

now.

I can’t believe I’ve lived here this long without truly appreciating everything the island has to offer: the beauty of its untouched nature, how to catch a wave, the

appeal of casual s…well, you know. But Ten seems determined to make sure I experience every last one, and then some.

Will this be the last off-season I spend here or could this thing between Ten and I be perfect?

***Welcome to Palm Island: Come for the sweaty nights and beach parties, stay for the endless swoon and heart melting romance.

Treasure: Unlocked Mates Book 1

Author: Athena Steller

A century-old dragon shifter finds his greatest treasure. The human meant to be his forever.

Axel has a good life. He’s made a home with a family of gay or bi paranormal brothers. He owns several successful businesses and loves his massive property

and big house. He never expected a visit to the family owned BDSM club would result in him meeting his most precious treasure yet.

Bryce is an older, overweight, boring accountant who’s trying to find himself as a little. He’s never had a Daddy and knows he’s unlikely to. He’s too old. Too

chubby. Too boring. Meeting Axel in the playroom of a BDSM club makes Bryce yearn for everything that he will never have.

Axel and Bryce might be perfect for each other, but they realize quickly that Axel’s secrets and Bryce’s self-doubt must be overcome before they can reach their

Happily Ever After.

Treasure is the first book in Athena Steller’s new paranormal, Daddy kink, MM/ MMM, romance series: Unlocked Mates.

This book contains MM sexual content (men having sex with each other), Age Play, Daddy/ little relationship, pacifiers and stuffies. This book is an exploration of

a relationship between two (Male) consensual adults who are looking for love and acceptance. All characters are over the age of consent. No cheating ever. Low

angst.

Each book in the Unlocked Mates series will feature a new couple and the characters from previous and future books will appear in every book. It is highly

recommended to read the books in series order for best enjoyment.

Just Say Yes: The Vampire Fae of Acadia

Author: B.A. Stretke

"He’d taken some roughhewn stairs that climbed a small hill and found himself on an altogether different path."

Alden Marsh doesn’t mind hiking. In fact, he loves the Acadia National Park. What he can’t stand is Oren. Oren is the boyfriend of his best friend and the bane of

his existence. As much as Michelle tries to force them to be friends, Oren is not someone Alden wants to spend any time with. So when he finds himself tricked

into a hiking trip in Acadia with Oren, he knows he is not going to have a great time. When Oren fucks off and abandons him, that guess is proven correct. Alden

finds himself lost in the dense woods and soon he has no idea where he is and his surroundings just get stranger and stranger...

Tiernan Byrne is the First, the leader of the DeDanann tribe, a group of vampiric dark fae. He feels the disruption in the magics of his realm before he lays eyes

on the beautiful human creature who has stumbled unknowingly into his world. Humans don’t come to the Fae realm, so he is mystified by Alden’s presence.

Soon he realizes why fate has allowed this human to come here, he is Tirenan’s fated mate. The Dark Fae vampires of Tiernan’s tribe are wary of humans, and

there are mysteries to this new world Alden doesn’t even know the first thing about. Can Tiernan convince Alden that he is safe and this is his rightful home? Will

Alden say, yes?

My Roommate Romeo (First Times Book 1)

Author: Billie Bloom



Putting solo videos online was the perfect solution to Hudson’s need to be seen problem. That is, until his new roommate Dayton found the videos.

But now Hudson thinks he might want Dayton to watch… live and in person.

Dayton’s game. He’ll master the art of not blinking if Hudson needs an audience.

But this plan has ‘terrible idea’ written all over it…

Breathless (The Game Series Book 3)

Author: Cara Dee

Breathless is the third standalone novel in The Game Series.

“Will you beat me without knowing the reason?”

That’s the question I ask when I go to clubs to seek out Sadists.

Most men say no immediately. They see the flags my question raises and walk away. They’re the good guys. They’re the guys who adhere to safe, sane, and

consensual. They wanna be aware of the risks and cause no harm. But I’m not looking for a good guy. I’m looking for punishment.

The strobe lights hit me as I reach their table. The heavy, industrial music is deafening, and my head is swimming with images of grief, fire, and accusation. I hear

the piercing tone of a machine letting me know that I have to tell my two kid brothers that our sister’s heart will never beat again.

Maybe these two twin Sadists will help me. The only thing bigger than River and Reese Tenley is their reputation. They better not let me down.

I ask my question. I ask if they’ll beat me without knowing why I want it.

They give me a stone-cold onceover, and I don’t know if it’s River or Reese who responds. He has a menacing-looking tattoo on his neck.

“Sure. It’s your funeral.”

The Game Series is a BDSM series with gay pairings where romance meets the reality of kink. Sometimes we fall for someone we don’t match with, sometimes

vanilla business gets in the way of kinky pleasure, and sometimes we have to compromise and push ourselves to overcome trauma and insecurities. No matter

what, two things are certain. This is not a perfect world, and life never turns out the way you planned.

Bishop to Knight One (Diviner's Game Book 1)

Author: Jennifer Cody

"Jennifer has built a fascinating world that sucked me in from the first page. Deejay and Matt were hot together, and I loved their dynamic and

differences in character. The story is intriguing and kept me hooked to the last page...and left me eager to start the next book!" —Nora Phoenix,

bestselling MM Romance author

"Characters that suck you in and stories that keep you captivated…definitely one of my go-to authors." --Shaw Montgomery, author of the Leashes

and Lace series.

Deejay:

I have spent every day of the last ten years taking in and caring for my sisters’ sons. I’ve built this family from the ground up, and no one is going to destroy

what’s mine. Someone keeps trying to kill one of my charges, but that person won’t win. I was born with enough magic to wipe them out of existence and have

zero qualms about doing that. After all, I live by the motto:

We don’t hit first, but we always hit last.

Matt:

The best thing my old man did for me and my brother was die and leave us in a Naiad’s care. Deejay is rich, powerful, and sometimes gives me heart palpitations.

I didn’t plan to woo him, but I won’t ignore the attraction between us for long.

After all, I might not have much time left. I don’t know what I did to Houston’s Non-Humans, but they’re not killing me without a fight.

Bring it.

Bishop to Knight One is a 115k age-gap MM paranormal romance with an HFN ending. This is not a standalone.

Trigger warnings include: off-page past child abuse and on-page descriptive violence. In this family, the boys have tragic backstories.



Head Above Water

Author: CE Ricci

That’s the thing about hearts—

Like waves, they break too.

Grief.

I’ve never battled with the raw, debilitating pain that comes with it.

Then a twist of fate hits me out of nowhere, and I can barely keep from drowning.

It’s like weights tied to my ankles in the middle of a raging ocean.

I’m helpless, with no way to swim back to the surface.

But fate is crueler still, bringing my stepbrother back for the first time in years.

Cannon never wanted this family. Especially me.

Still, he’s always been my greatest desire. And my biggest weakness.

He’s unattainable.

Straight, engaged, and with a seemingly perfect life on the other side of the country.

It’s something I’d do well to remember, yet when he stays, it’s so easy to forget.

In finding solace together, we mend what once was broken.

This loss bonds us. Changes us.

He’s become more than a brother or a lover.

He’s my anchor.

So how am I supposed to keep my head above water when I’ll eventually lose him too?

*Head Above Water is a STANDALONE full length MM enemies-to-lovers stepbrother romance novel.*

Red, White & Royal Blue: A Novel

Author: Casey McQuiston

* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller *

* GOODREADS CHOICE AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 *

* BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! *

What happens when America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales?

When his mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic, genius—his

image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual prince, Henry, across the pond. And when

the tabloids get hold of a photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take a turn for the worse.

Heads of family, state, and other handlers devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable

friendship grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a

surprisingly unstuffy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all? Where do we find the

courage, and the power, to be the people we are meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White &

Royal Blue proves: true love isn't always diplomatic.

"I took this with me wherever I went and stole every second I had to read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender, sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m

jealous of all the readers out there who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times

bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners

"Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times

bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six



New Daddy at Forty-Seven (Forty-seven Duology Book 2)

Author: Nora Phoenix

I’ve never been a Daddy before, but now it’s all I want to be…

I’ve always thought Kinsey was hot AF, but now that I’ve come to know him, he’s so much more than a super sexy silver fox. He’s kind and caring, and so damn

courageous.

He’s also vulnerable and needy, and it lights me up like nothing else. I know I’m twenty years younger, but I want to take care of him.

I want to be his protector, his strong man, his knight in shining armor.

I want to be his Daddy.

New Daddy at Forty-Seven is part two of a duology, an emotional and yummy romance with an age gap, loads of hurt/comfort, and a beautiful Daddy/boy

relationship that ends with an HEA. It contains themes of addiction and religious homophobia.

Accepting Joy (Special Forces: Operation Alpha) (Heroes in Hardhats Book 5)

Author: LJ Vickery

Braden “Joystick” Muniz should have found his happily-ever-after two years ago, if only one stubborn, in denial chief of police would wake up and see what’s

staring him right in the face. Everyone knows the chief is gay, but will the stubborn man admit it? No. Which leads JS to believe something is very wrong in Cal’s

past. The Navy SEAL has tried to work his good-natured magic to move himself closer to the man of his dreams, but Cal is a slippery one. He makes sure they

are never alone. Now, however, Cal lets jealousy—an emotion he never admits to—trick him into a “buddies” road-trip. If Joystick has his way, this is the last time

he’ll be relegated to the “friend zone”.

Calhoun “Cal” Jeekins is the Police Chief in the small town of Pleinfield, a position he looked forward to holding even when active in Marine Corp Intelligence.

Keeping his secret from the military was easy. Keeping it quiet in his small town? Not so much. For two years he’s been avoiding the one man who could derail all

his subterfuge. Joystick. Just saying the man’s name is trouble. Why, oh why has Cal let himself be goaded into accompanying him on a drive out-of-state? He

knows there’s no way this can end well.

Joystick and Cal are not only out for a drive, they are embarking on a long day of avoidance and innuendo. Soon, however, they unexpectedly find themselves in

desperate trouble when they come across a man, murdered, on the side of the road. Can they work together to extricate themselves from their perilous position,

or will the chasm of sexual tension that lies between them, spell both their dooms?

Billion Dollar Sugar Baby

Author: E.M. Denning

Bachelor. Billionaire. Unlucky in love. Alex Schaffer is tired of rich playboys with ulterior motives.

Broke. Tired. Trying to get by. Wren Collins just wants to look after his found family.

Wren's life is about to go from rags to riches when Alex decides he wants Wren all to himself, and he's willing to pay any price.

It was supposed to be a simple transaction, but what if they went and complicated it by doing something crazy ... like falling in love?

Clean Start at Forty-Seven (Forty-seven Duology Book 1)

Author: Nora Phoenix

I’m done hiding who I am.

Pretending to be straight, to be the loving, devoted husband and successful ER doctor everyone wanted me to be has been exhausting.

I numbed the pain any way I could, and in the end, it cost me everything. My job, my marriage, the relationship with my grown kids.

But now I’m in recovery, and for the first time, I’m living my true life as an out gay man.

I need to get my act together, to get healthy again. Benoni is my new personal trainer…twenty years my junior. He makes my mouth water and certain other body

parts react. Oh, and he’s also my son’s best friend.

I’m forty-seven years old. It’s time for a clean start. But where does Benoni fit in?

Clean Start at Forty-Seven is part one of a duology, an emotional MM romance with an age gap, first time gay, loads of hurt/comfort, and the beginnings of a

beautiful Daddy/boy relationship. It contains themes of opioid addiction and religious homophobia. Please check the trigger warnings in the front of the book.



Finding Finn (Forever Love Book 2)

Author: Charlie Novak

What happens when a quiet boy with a secret falls for his best friend?

Finn has always kept people at arm’s length. Being quiet and shy doesn’t get you many friends outside your family, and it’s even harder when you’re running a

spicy, secret side project.

But Gem might be the exception to the rule. The game designer is clever, self-deprecating, and appreciates Finn’s affection for all things nerdy. He's the one man

who can find the real Finn… if Finn lets him in.

When Gem asks for Finn's help opening a new board game store, it brings the two of them closer than ever before. Soon things become complicated as lines of

friendship blur between them, and Finn begins to worry Gem will find out his secret.

But maybe that wouldn’t be as bad as it seems. Maybe Gem already knows the secret Finn's keeping. All he has to do is convince Finn to share…

Finding Finn is a 78,000-word contemporary MM romance featuring late-night shop shenanigans, far too many nosy siblings with no boundaries, two best friends,

and some steamy audio fantasies. It contains no love-triangle, no cheating, and no angst.

Moonstruck (Necessary Evils Book 3)

Author: Onley James

Atticus Mulvaney is the eldest son of eccentric billionaire, Thomas Mulvaney—a role he takes very seriously. Atticus takes everything seriously. Like his

brothers, Atticus is a psychopath, raised to right the wrongs of a broken justice system. Unlike his brothers, he’s not very good at it.

Jericho Navarro is no psychopath, but he is a vicious killer. Like Atticus, he also has a secret life. To most, he’s just a mechanic. But to a ragtag group of social

misfits, he’s Peter Pan, teaching them to eliminate those who prey on the weak with extreme prejudice.

When Atticus and Jericho come face to face over a shared enemy, their accidental meeting ends in an explosively hot hookup neither can forget. But they have

nothing in common. Atticus is a buttoned-up closeted scientist and Jericho is a man on a mission, determined to find and punish those responsible for the death

of his sister. Still, Jericho can’t stay away. And, truthfully, Atticus doesn’t want him to.

As Jericho’s mission begins to bleed into Atticus’s life, two separate but equally brutal families will need to learn how to fight together to take out a common

enemy. But no amount of brute force can show Jericho how to scale the walls of a psychopath’s heart. Can Jericho convince Atticus that, sometimes, the couple

who kills together stays together?

Moonstruck is a high heat, intense psychopath romance with an HEA and no cliffhangers. It features a fumbling, sexually confused maniac and the dominating,

unapologetic gang leader who can’t stop tormenting him. As always, there’s gratuitous violence, very dark humor, more killers than you can count, and enough

explosive chemistry to level a city block. This is book three in the Necessary Evils series. Each book follows a different couple.

Fluke and the Frontier Farce (The Fantastic Fluke Book 4)

Author: Sam Burns

It’s been a long year for Sage and his friends, and all of Junction, California, and it’s not over yet.

Freddy's school of magic is still a mystery, and figuring it out would be enough work, but the investigation leads them to the mysterious coded notes of Junction’s

long-dead first magical artist, and then to the last place any of them ever expected to end up: the nineteenth century. Worse yet, when they get there Fluke is

missing, and Sage isn’t sure he can get back home without his best friend.

Now—or is it then?—they just need to find Fluke, decode the notes, avoid changing the past, dodge evil Uncle Jonathon and the shady French nobleman at his

side, and maybe most importantly, find their way home.

But there's more in the past than trouble, and Gideon might want to stay there with his wife. If Sage has to leave him behind, is it worth returning to his own time

at all?

Wyn (Monstrous)

Author: Lily Mayne



I am a monster.

A ghoul. A demon. The bogeyman. I have been called all of them. Most creatures fear me, but humans are repulsed by me. They are terrified of me. They have

created legends about me, ever since they became aware of my existence when the tear between our worlds grew and we—the monsters from their

nightmares—flooded through in our droves.

There is only one human who isn’t afraid of me. The only one who matters. And I will destroy anyone who tries to hurt him or take him from me. Danny is mine.

For the first time in my unfathomably long life, I know what it means to want another so much that the thought of losing him threatens to ruin me. I will do anything

to keep Danny with me for as long as I can have him—for as long as he is willing to stay by the side of an ancient, scarred creature with a voice so inhuman it has

sent some mad.

For some reason, Danny loves my voice. For some reason, Danny loves me. And when we both decide that his natural human life is nowhere near enough time

for us to have together, we go on a journey between worlds to the one place where we can do what it takes for us to be together forever.

Wyn is a sweet, low-angst novella that is part of the Monstrous series, a post-apocalyptic m/m fantasy series that features monsters and human men falling in

love. It is best to read this series in order—if you haven’t read books one to three already, there are big spoilers in this!

Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit sexual content and is not suitable for young readers. It also contains graphic depictions of torture and violence,

and very briefly mentions the lingering effects of PTSD.
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